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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$1.50
THREE QUARTERS OF MILLION

LAFAYETTE DAY TO
OBSERVED

BE

ACRES OPEN TO 320 ACT
BY JULY CLASSIFICATION

IN

INSTITUTES IN ALL COUNTY
SCHOOLS OPEN THIS WEEK
PUPILS HELP RED CROSS

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 6,

NUMBER

1918

METHODISTS WILL HOLD
OFFICIAL CAMP CODY ITEMS
FROM Y. M- - C. A. NEWS LETTER
IMPORTANT MEETING IN
OF SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
SANTA FE SEPT. Zl AND 22

BANKERS CONVENE

The total overseas secretaries of
The County Teachers Institute for
AT STATE CAPITAL
the Army Y. M. C. A. who have sailDona Ana County is being held in
ed for foreign service to August i,
Las Cruces this week. Last week inas given out by the Overseas Destitutes were held in Clovis, Portales,
MONDAY
ON
NEXT
partment, is 3,8I)6. About 250 are in
Roswell, Carlsbad, Fort Sumner and
New York with passports in hand,
Cloudcroft'
on steamer
waiting
only
Every county in the state held an
4H) additional
Almost
in
institute this year some of them
conjunction with summer schools of PROGRAM OF LIVE TOPICS secretaries are in New York waiting
for passports.
15,505
the State Normal institutions atLas
Idaho
BY THE PROMINENT OFThe possibility of overseas service,
New Mexico.
751,369
Vegas and Silver City.
with the rumor of dates, etc., has
Schools Open This Week
225,045
Oregon
FICIALS
TO
THE
ELECT
In every county except Dona Ana
40
kept Camp Cody, on the qui vive.
Washington
both city and county schools will
DELEGATE TO THE AMERI- The whipping into line of the drafted
men, the great work being done by
Total 992,119
open for a nine month term this
the personnel iiffico and developCAN ASSOCIATION
During the month of July, 2,2ji5 week. Superintendent McBride of
ment battalion, the large number of
acres in Idaho, Oregon, and Wash- Dona Ana announces that teachers'
II
athletic contests and lust, but far
ington previously withdrawn for their salaries will begin with September
supposed value in connection with 1st.
The New Mexico Rankers Associa- from least, the successful war roll
were
Junior Red Cross
water power developemenfs
tion will meet next Monday and campaign at the various "Y" buildGirls and boys in all school: from Tuesday at Santa Fe, Committees ings, has kept things lively at Camp.
restored to the public domain.
In South Dakota 24,372 acres were 10 years old and upward will serve to
Cody, New Mexico, holds
report include the Leeistativ.e, Ex- theCamp
classified for entry in stockraising the Red Cross this year. The girls ecutive,
good health record of all the big
and
Nominating
Auditing
of
bandathe United
640
acres or less. This will make refugee garments,
homesteads of
camps
Committees.
licenses issued by the
brings the total of such classifica- ges and pajamas and even the youngto the American BankDelegates
tion up. to more than 7,560,000 acres. est will be engaged making clip- ers Association convention in 1919 county clerk wherin Camp Cody,
soldiers are one of the high contractpings for pillows and gun wipes. The will be elected.
CONVENTION DATES NOT
boys will make such articles as bed
W. F. Ramsey, federal re- ing parties, average slightly more
Judge
than four per day.
YET ANNOUNCED BY PARTIES tables and splints for wounded sol- serve agent from Dallas, Texas;
The war department is putting: a
diers.
director of the
educational
Allen,
imMexThough the people of New
A. B. , from New York City : Sam large number inof very substantial
in
ico have evinced little interest
ROAD COMMISSION URGES
Camp Cody. A halt
Lawiler. manager of the Federal Re. provements
the coming election politicians have
UNIFORM CATTLE GUARDS serve Branch at El Paso; and Geo. million dollar sewer system is about
been on the
H. Van Stonff. State Bank Examiner ready to turn on, thus abolishing all
instructed To comply with the state law, tle are among the scheduled speakers- latrines and incinerators, and rendhave been
to hold their primaries by Sept- 7 State Highway
this
Commission
W. D- Murray of Silver City is ering the camp as nearly sanitary
not later week urged all county commissionand county conventions
of the Association, C. C. as possible. Fourteen miles of sewer
president
than Monday, September 9.
ers to adopt standardized gates and Hobbs of Roswell. Treasurer, R. M. pipe have been laid and a 2.50O.O00
A committee on temporary organseptic tank erected. This will
cattle guards where fences cross the Hutchinson of Albuquerque, Secre- gallon
be followed by seven miles of water
ization for the Democrats includes public highways.
tary and F- R. Coon of Lordsburg, mains.
Mr- Seligman. O. N. Marron, A. H.
Three designs of cattle guards are Chairman of the Executive CommitThe War Department has amendRomero
and suggested according to the amount tee.
Eugcnio
Hudspeth,
Charles Tannehill.
of traffic and type of road : Concrete
The bankers will hold their meet- ed the order relative to women serin the foreign service who have
Resolutions to go before the Reso- frame with iron
pipe grating; wood ings 'in the Scottish Rite Cathedral ving
in foreign service, arlutions Committee of the State Dem frame and pipe grating;
frame and Auditorium and wilt make their head- relatives also
or other war work, so that it
ocratic Convention by way of sug grating of wood throughout.
at the DeVargas hotel. The my
quarters
does
apply to sisters- - However,
gesting a .final platform arc to be
Safety for the
travelling public. following is the program in full : even not
will have to return to
sister
dawn up bv a committee consisting prevention of damage suits and
9.
Monday, September
tha United States if she marries
of J. H. Crist of Rio Arriba County,
for the public as well as
Morning session, 10 o'clock:
chairman.
The other members of
Convention called to order at Scot- either an officer or a private.
owners are objects to be
The Red Cross has just completed
the committee are: J. O. Seth of property
served by this movement
tish Rite cathedral by W. D. Murray, two
more fine buildings near the
Bernalillo county, Antonio I.ucero of
Gats Road Contract.
president.
and
San Miguel county, N. B. Laughlin
Dan La Roe of Palestine. Texas, is
Invocation, ReV. W. S. Trowbridge. base hospital at Camp Cody, been
of Santa Fe county and J. G. Fitch the successful bidder for the construcAddress of welcome, E. P. Davies, three extra good buildings have
authorized by the Southern Departof Socorro county.
tion of the 21 miles of federal aid mayor.
A committee has also been named road from Tucumcari west, his bid
to address of welcome, ment - of the V. M. C. A. for the same
Response
campto draft resolutions on the deaths being $102,143.07.
Roy Ammerman
of Governor W. C. McDonald, Gov
Appointment of committees on resH.
of
C.
E.
de
Latham
ernor
TAX VALUATIONS INCREASE
Baca, J.
olution auditing nominating.
Sierra county, committeeman ; Scott
GRANT THE RICHEST COUNTY
General discussion on banking topWilliams of Otero county, commit
ics.
d
An increase of $20,000,000 in
teeman, C F. basley ot Santa fe.
Afternoon session, 2 o'clock:
former state chairman and commit
valuations over last years toAnnual address of the uresident,
tal is expected by the State Tax
W. D. Murray. Silver City.
teeman; and Rafael Romero of Mora.
former state secretary and commitReport of treasurer, C. C Hobbs, Commission.
Summers
of
It consists
Nineteen counties now heard from
teeman.
MEN Roswell.
Burkhart of Bernalillo, chairman :
Report of secretary, R. M. Hutchi- bring the total increase to nearly
M.
N.
James A. Halt of Roosevelt county,
$15,000,000.
son, Albuquerque,
One million men short I That is
and M. O. Llewellyn of Dona Ana
McKinley this week reported a toReport of legislative committee.
' the alarming situation that today is Report of executive committee, F. tal of $11,330,021, an increase of nearcounty.
in confronting the men who are direct
R. Coon, Lordsburg.
ly a million. The new county of Lea
Headquarters have been
the Renehan building by chairman ing the war work of the United
Address, "The Necessity of State shows an increase this year
in
other Ranks Becoming Members of Federal Grant county shows the largest toStates. There are shortages
Arthur Seligman.
classes and grades of labor, but the Reserve Systems," Judge W. F. Ram- tal valuation in the state exceeding
is
un
in
of
men
HAVE
1,000,000
ANA
DONA
AND
shortage
QUAY
sey, Dallas,, Tex., federal reserve $29,000,000THE MUST WW SIAK9 skilled labor.
asrent.
'
A picric acid plant, costing $8,000,- Tuesday, September M.
BEWARE THE DRIVE
session. 10 o'clock:
Quay county has more gold stars 000, is now in course of construction
Morning
FOR A GERMAN PEACE
than any other county in the state, at Brunswick, Georgia, Labor has
Address. "What the El Paso Branch
Dona Ana county coming second, ac not been forthcoming to expedite the of the Federal Reserve Bank of DalLet
deceive himself by the
no
one
has
cording to the records of the state construction, and Washington
las Means to Its Members," Mr. Sam
Six of notified the State of Georgia that Lawder. manager Federal Reserve thought that German propaganda in
board of historical service.
American is dead, and that the danthe- Quay county men have joined unless 5,000 laborers are furnished Branch Bank. El Paso, Tex.
ger of it no longer mcnances- The
the silent; majority : Reynoldo Maes- - at once for this plant, 'the gigantic
Address, "After One Year on the moment
the Allies show a serious intas wno was Kiuen in aiuuu
industry will be removed from the Job." Mr. Geo. H. Van Stone, state
clination to discuss terms, the great
France, Al. Harris, killed in France; state. The Midvate Steel plant, at bank examiner, Santa Fe.
drive for the peace that Germany
Ben L. Rockett died at Camp Kear Coalsvillc, Penna., finds labor so
Afternoon session. 2 o'clock :
to keep only Address. "Preparedness for Peace, wants will begin.
ney; Jose r. irujuio anain uemao scarce that it is able
All the power of the slackers, the
in
Gonzales who were killed
France, a part of the plant
operation. Other Mr. G. E. Allen, New York, N. Y.
the pacifists, the anand Lee Rhoades, who died of his instances might be cited, but these
archists, spies and traitors will be
wounds in France, the first news of two are enough to show how badly STATE ORGANIZED FOR USE
concentrated upon the Cabinet, the
his death being brought .to his par- war industries production is crippled
OF MOTOR TRANSPORTATION
President and Congress to
ents at Tucumcari, by a letter from on account of the scarcity of labor.
and
New Mexico Quota Doubled
the head nurse in the hospital in
for
of
trucks
use
the
To
There will be doleencourage
which he died. He was wounded in
Washington's telegraph call to New
the
improveto
the war
ful
the
cost
of
promote
wailing about
the head during the battle of July Mexico this morning is 'for the state freighting,
ment of highways, to relieve con- the wickedness of hate toward Ger21 and was thought to be recovering practically to double its quota of untimes and to many, the "unconstitutionality" of
when meningitis set in and he died skilled laborers, who are to be en- gestion of railways at
on boycotting Germany, and the upset
He is buried at the foot of the Vos- - rolled and started to work with the supply loads for motor trucks
districts
five
return
transport
of "business".
trips
least
The
original
possible delay.
ges mountains.
week by the
At that time a million blatant anauota for the state was for 585 men. were organized this
Defense.
of
Council
archists like Nearing, "Dr." Magnes
That quota has been increased to State
IS SIX CENT FARE ILLEGAL.
chairmen
district
The
following
and Shiplacoff will yell for peace at
inai inese were named:
'KARMY. MEDS MAY PRACTICRknw men. wasnmpjionintosaysservice
C C-- Cagle, Roswell, any price; and no matter what Ger
with
men are to be put
Donald Stewart. Las Vegas ; James A. many s terms are tbey will swear
Albuquerque's new street car rate the least possible delay, no matter
Santa Fe; R. G. Webb. Gal- that they are fair and liberal, ,and
of 6 cents in considered illegal by what may happen to private business. French,
should be accepted- In recruiting men for Government lup; and N. A. Bolich, DemingAttorney General Harry, L. Paiton service,
The districts are:
At that time, the string of 10 Hearst
it must be borne constantly
in an opinion given this week in
1.
Chaves,
No.
will get tremendousCurry, Roosevelt,
newspapers
which he says that the State Corpo- in mind that men are not to be
and
Lea. Otero, Lincoln,
ly busy. Already (September 23, 1917)
ration Commission has jurisdiction taken from farms, railroads and Eddy, counties.
,
the New York American has printed
over rate increases on the part of mines. And remember that men en
No. 2- Colfax. Union, Quay, Taos, a very clear forecast of its editorial
gaged in getting out supplies and
common carriers.
Mora
and
San
Guadalupe
Miguel.
spirit and intentions in the following
The comnanv obtained the permit materials for the farms, railroads Counties.
significant language. Mark it well:
to raise rates from the City Commis and mines, are engaged in work
No. 3. Santa Fe. Rio Arriba. Torshows a clear
"When Germany
just as important as those employed
sion.
Counwillingness to abandon these iniquirailroads and in the rance, Bernalillo and Sandoval
They indicate that they will prob on the farms,term
tous designs, to assume her former
farms is to in ties. 4- ably take the matter up witn the mines. The
No.
McKinley, San Juan, Socor- position as an equal among equals,
state body even though claiming uu- - clude the allied industries of stock, ro, and Valencia
counties.
and to provide sufficient gurantees
hontv under a franchise granted cattle, sheep and hog raising.
No. S. Luna. Grant, Sierra, and against any future attack upon the
State Will Not FaU
prior to statehood in 1881.
Counties.
Ana
freedom of the world, then the Unit
Dona
New Mexico has not yet failed in
Amy Dactaws May Practice
ed States will consider that the de
The Attorney General's Office also any of its tasks in war work. And
COMMISSION
feat of Germany's war lords has been
gave the opinion that although the New Mexico will not fail now. This CORPORATION NEW COMPANIES accomplished,
to procure which deACTIVE,
laws do not allow army doctors to office looks to you to see that the
feat America drew her sword; and
enter civilian practice without a men are enrolled quickly and made
State that having achieved its purpose, the
The three members of the Wed-Hl9state license, they may do so in e- - available for service where the GovUnited States will willingly negotiaCommission left
mersrencies inasmuch as the war has ernment mar need them most. Im Corporation
Coun
te peace, and will resume friendly
4nr Antmii in Grant
taken many doctors away from the press upon every man the vital fact
for
relations with Germany, and will exdepot
to
requests
investigate
overseas
be
ty
will
our
that
armies
smaller communities.
,
power to prevent the
beaten when we can no longer fur- and freight facilities.' They are also ert its own
i spoliation of Germany by other nanish them with arms, munitions, investigating teiepnone mailers
COURTS MAY HEAR CASEStions."
Lordsburg.
ARISING IN LODGE AFFAIRS equipment and supplies.
New Coatpaales
language of
Now, in the rapid-fir- e
The new quotas for the New MexAmong corporations admitted to the street can you beat it? If the hand
The State Supreme Court this ico counties are as follows:
New Mexico this week are:
that wrote the above was not the
week remanded to the Bernalillo
77
Bernalillo
The Trinidad Bean and Elevator hand of a
43
Chaves
County District Court the case of
Co.
ally of the Kaiser, then in the
69
John Rueb and Harry J- - Rehder et
Colfax
The Sinclair Refining Co.. an
name of common sense what was it ?
al members of Rio Puerco Division
37
Curry
of
in
Maine,
state
the
concern
And what, we ask, are we to expect
No. 446 of the Brotherhood of Loco
16
De Baca
is admitted with New Mexico head- from the American, and all the other
51
motive Engineers. These men had
Dona Ana
when the
nine Hearst newspapers
quarters at Tucumcari.
been expelled and reinstated and la
26
Eddy
Frank L fremaia at retaca is great peace drive begins for a peace
58
ter expelled again. They appealed to
Grant
n
named statutory agent for the
such as Germany wants, and now is
16
the lower court, which at first held
Lee
Mining Co., of Wyoming.
demanding.?
33
that their only remedy was within
Guadalupe
R- P.
BEWARE I
State officials including
of
25
the jurisdiction of the
Lincoln
Hall.
L.
Patton. Roy
When the peace drive comes in the
Harry
35
Luna
the Order. This judgment was reverMarch
A.
and
John
French
interest of the bloody Huns, every
James
43
sed by the Supreme Court.
McKinley
and C B. Barker of the Land Office member of the American Guardian
47
Mora
Pelton
the
on
incorporated
Saturday
Society should take time to make
29
Otero '
$SMM1N BONDS AWARDED
felt. Write to yonr
Automatic Wave Motor Co.. at $1,-- his influence
FOR FUNDS FOR THE WAR
Qny
000.000newspapers, your Congressman and
54
Rio Arriba
your President, in no uncertain terms.
33
Bids were opened Tuesdar for $50,- Roosevelt
-- - -- Germany must not be permitted to
,
a. j .
000 in state certificates for war funds
28
Sandoval
28
Gallup American Coal Co.. was this dictate any of the terms ofbe peace!
San Juan
to be expended by the Council of
made
77
week appointed mstnet loai pro- The murderous Huns most
Defense. The bonds were awarded to
San Miguel
to pay for their war and their crimes
duction manager for New Mexico.
49
Otis A Co-- , of Cleveland at par and
Santa Fe
Committees of 6 member repre- by indemnities and the permanent
12
accrued interest with a premium of
Sierra
toss of all the colonies they once
49
Socorro
senting mine owners and workers
$187.50. This is the fourth issue of
will endeavor in esjch mining dis- owned, and frightfully abused A-42
. Taos
certificates for this purpose
trict to produce maxtraun tonnage ericas Guardian Journal.
33
Torrance
On May 1st, 1917. S75JJ0O wan is
mad correct conditions unfavorable
37
Union
sued; $100100 in August; $50,000 on
to production.
44
Valencia
Feb. 18th of this year. The best bid
, A suitable job for the Kaiser when
Yours sincerely.
peace cornea, might be as a hod carreceived on aay issue was $1800 premium besides par and acraed interJONATHAN H. WAGNER,
Bay War Saviags Stasia far taw rier in the rebuilding of destroyed
.
French towasv Indianapolis News.
estFederal State Director.
of taa

During the month of July nearly

have been classified
under the enlarged homestead act,
lands
which makes available
THE FITTING STYLE for entry in homesteads public
ot J A) acres
or less. The areas by states are as
follows :
Acres
State
160
Colorado
GOVERNOR TO PRESIDE AT

THE MEETING IN STATE

MUSEUM. PATRIOTIC
SPEECHES AND SONGS ON
THE PROGRAM
Tonight in the new museum Lafayette day will be observed in a public meeting which will include speech's by well known men and patrio- -'
tic music. The unusual interest of the
event

indicated

is

herewith
Introductory

by the program

:

Remarks by Governor W. E. Lindsey.
"Star Spangled Banner," played by

volunteer orchestra.
"Marseillaise, sung by a community chorus.
"America the Beautiful", by chorus.
Fifteen-minut-

e

address, by Charles

Springer.

Fifteen minute address, 'The Spirit
of France," Rev. H. Le Guillou.
"Battle Hymn of the Republic," by
the chorus
"LafaFifteen minute address,
yette," Dr. E. L. Hewett.
"Columbia, The Gem of the Ocean."
by the chorui.
Fifteen-minu- te
"The
address,
French War Orphans," Rev. Walter
L. Trowbridge.
"America," sung by chorus and audience.

FALL AMENDMENT IS
ADVANTAGE TO BOYS
Special application of the homestead laws to give unusual privileges
to young New Mexico men who are
drafted into the military service of
the country was secured in the United States senate Wednesday, when
the amendment proposed by Senator
Fall of this state was adopted.
The proposition was brought forward by Senator Fall in connection
with the draft bill and was unanimously adopted, providing that any
drafted man of 18 year of age and
upwards can make mineral land and
pnblic land, entries as though he
were 21 years of age at any time subsequent to his registratio
The amandment also suspends the
residence requirments exacted from
homesteaders until such tiaie as the
men who file are mustered out of the

'

service and allows them to make applications for these lands before any
officer m the United States or any
.
foreign country.
Under this amendment which is
ot expected to be opposed 'in the
house when the measure goes to conference, a distinct advantage is given youths drafted into the army as
the amendment will make it possible for them to insure themselves a
homestead on their return by the
simple expedient of merely making
a formal application for it at this
time.
PROPOSE

TO RECLAIM LAND
BY AND FOR SOLDIERS

Secretary Lane announces that the
to
preparation of program looking
sotdt-r- s
providing farms for returned
of
hands
the
hat been gie into
A. P. Davis, director and chief engineer of the reclamation service, who
will have general charge of the work
and with whom will be associated
Blwood Mead. H. T. Cory, and Frank
W. Hanna. Mr. Mead was formerly
in charge of the land settlement
work of the state of California. Mr.
Cory is the engineer who had charge
Sea for the
of closing the Salton Mr.
Hanna is
Southern Pacific, and
oa of the most prominent engineers
of the West. Mr. Weymouth, chief
of construction for the reclamation
service stationed at Denver, will re- rt on possible irrigation projects,
r. Cory on the swamp and
lands of the South and Mr. Hanna
lands of
on the swamp and
'
the North.
"We can have a job at good pay
for every soldier who returns from
France," said Secretary Lane, "if
supcongress will give us the financial
work the
port needed. And while at
for
home
a
soldier can be making
himself for which he can pay the
government in forty years time. This
plan has received the endorsement
of so targe a percentage of congress
and the press of the country that it
appears to be a probable program;
practical one We
it certainly is
have but $200,000 now for preliminary surveys and reports, but this
will be increased undoubtedly by the
incoming congress. There is enough
waste and undeveloped land in this
every soldier a farm,
country to give no
such program is
but of course
contemplated because all would not
want farms."
cut-ov- er

cut-ov- er

CASE INVOLVING PART
OF MORA GRANT ON TRIAL

Forty sections of land in a strip
two miles wide on the western boundary of the Mora Grant are involved
in a suit in the Federal District
Court at Santa Fe this week.
Conflicting surveys are offered in
ofevidence. Forest officials and
fice experts have been called on to
testify
The case is entitled U, S-- vs. State
Investment Co. and E. B. Wheeler.
Some 70.000 acres are involved. The
of
surrey of the western boundary
Mora grant by Thomas Means in
U61 Is m question. Over 40 witnesses
'
testified.
New Mexico is represeted at the
National "Civilian Rifle 'Marktmaas
Meet at Cams Perry, jDhio, September 1 to 21 by a team of 17 members
f the) Santa Pe Rifle Crab.
They go at government expense.
nd

a million acres
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SCHOOLS OPEN THIS

Santa Fe has irhosen for the Fall
WEEK WITH A VERY
Conference to be held September
Episcopal
by the Methodist
Church- The chief subject to be disGOOD ATTENDANCE
cussed will be the World Centenary
Program and a team of leading Centenary speakers will be present to
explain this program in detail, and
will till how it will affert individuals ALL COUNTIES HOLD INSTIas well as the world as a whole.
2,

-

TUTES, RURAL SCHOOLS
WILL HOLD NINE MONTH
CHILDREN
HELP
TERM;
RED CROSS

annual meetings of the M. E. Church
since all pastors are appointed at
mis lime.
MEMBER WAR WORK COUNCIL
Y. W. C. A. COMING TO RATON
Mrs. John Ilanna. of Dallas has
accepted an invitation to address
the State Federation of Woman's
Clubs of New Mexico at Raton, on
October 15. She will speak on the
"nine Triangle" the official badge
of war workers of the Young Woman's Christian Association.
Mrs. Hanna is a member of the
War Work Council of the Associaits
tion, the body which conduct
war work She has just returned
from a visit to General Headquarters at New York, and from many
of the places where the association
is maintaining
recreational, social
and housing facilities for women in
industries replacing men called to
the colors.
"Perhaps the best known work of
the Association is the Hostess House." said Mrs. Hanna, " and the people of New Mexico, many of whom
have from time to time had relatives and friends at Camp Cody, may
be familiar with its place in army
life- We regard the work done for
both American and French women
in France, in connection with munitions factories and hospitals as worthy of as much consideration as the
better known phases of our work."
MEETING
AT DUKE CITY OCT.

7-- 8

j

'

Monday beiner labor dy, the
.schools of Santa Fe opened on Tues-- ,
day. September 3 I'rof. F. J. Roth
'continues city school superintendent
and there are several new teachers
'in the city schools. Th Inch school
took mi their work in the n w
The ParoCatron School building.
chial school. I.orctto Academy and
St. Michael's college also opened
Tuesday with a higher attendance
t han at
any time previous The Alli-- !
schools for girls began
their fall term Wednesday. The New
Mexico school for the deaf will becrin
September 1R: pupils from all over
The
the- state attend this school
V. S. Indian Industrial School will
10,
the
work
for
September
open
Indians arriving on September 9 to
register.
NEW MEXICO RESPONDS NOBLY
TO SUGAR SAVING CAMPAIGN
The normal consumption of sugar
New Mexico for all purposes is
approximately seven pounds per person per month. During the month
of July( the consumption averaged
about two and one half pounds per
person. This is one third normal
but does not include candies and
confections shipped into the State
in that form. Domestic use of sugar,
will 'hardly reach an average of
per" person,. It is probable
that the average (consumption in sugar in all forms for this month will
not exceed two and a half pounds
even in the light of the heavy demands for canning-Whilhome canners are restricted to twenty-fiv- e
pounds at a single purchase, they may, with the approval of the County Administrator
procure such additional allotments
for sugar as may be necessary
a showing thru their regular
merchant that their first sugar has
in good faith in actual
ised
been
canning operations.
The food Administration desires to
rncourage home canning to the utmost and it urges producers of fruit
to distribute their fruit at reasonable
prices and house wives to preserve,
the same by those methods which
will use the least amount of sugar
possible.
in

s

The State Public Health Association will meet at Albuquerque Octo-

ber

7

and

8- -

of Connecticut,
president of the National TuberculoDavid

R. Lyman

sis Association will be present.

ass-ese-

QUOTA OF 1,140
UNSKILLED

205

1,200

BOYS FROM

SUNSHINE STATE
GONE IN AUGUST

Twelve
hundred New Mexicans
called to the colors in the month of
August. The last contingent was of
1,000 men, going to Camp Pike, Arkansas. It was the first contingent of
New Mexicans to go to that camp.
The men were from the several
counties as follows:
ARIZONA KEENLY INTERESTED IN SUIT OF HEARST
SO
Bernalillo
100
Colfax
30
(Arizona Daily Star)
Curry
11
William Randolph Hearst, owner
Dona Ana
7
of a dozen publications, friend of
DeBaca
20
Bolo Pasha, is seeking to vindicate
Eddy
SO
himself in the eyes of the people of
Grant
SO
New Mexico. He is asking for an
Guadalupe
6
Lea
injunction to prevent the neighborSO
Lincoln
ing commonwealth's council of de-'- ;'
20
Luna
fense from exercising its functions.
20
New Mexico appears to be in dead
McKinley
25
earnest. The people of that state, as
Mora
25
Otero
represented by the council of de40
fense, are All American, and by that
Quay
50
we mean that they for all of AmeriRio Arriba
15
Roosevelt
ca's Allies and everything that our
50
war with Germany stands for. la
Sandoval
20
New Mexico, Hearst and Hearst pubSan Juan
75
lications are under the ban. They
San Miguel
so
are
not wanted and Hearst is makFe
Santa
20
Sierra
ing every possible effort to get back
'
V Socorro
45
into Jle good graces of them.
50
Taos
Misjmlc Naw Mxie
25
Torrance
People in Arizona and in other
75
states are often inclined to point
Union
20
Valencia
to New Mexico and smite, tolerantly. They do not know New Mexico.
1000
Total
Its citizenship is fifty per cent
September movement of New Mex- Spanish speaking. All of that part
icans to training camps will begin of the citizenship, however, is naIn
early in the month. Under call No. tive born and loyal to the core.
n
1203 men qualified for limited milwar New Mexthe
itary service will be sent to Camp ico contributed its proportion to the
Bowie, Fort Worth, Texas, during Rough Riders, to the regular army
the four day period beginning Sept. and to other volunteer units- New
3. There are 100 of these men and Mexico's sons accredited themselves
they wilt come from the following with honor.
Since America declared war against
counties :
Germany, the people of the state
10
Bernalillo
have taken an active interest in the
10
Chaves
struggle. Sentiment against Hearst
10
Colfax
and against the Hearst publication's
10
Curry
has grown from day to day until
10
Eddy
the slate council of defense took
10
Grant
action. It advised against the read10
Lincoln
and
ing of Hearst's newspapers
S
Roosevelt
Its advice was largely
periodicals.
10
Sandoval
followed.
10
Santa Fe
Will Not Leva Hearst
S
San Miguel
When the sales of "Examiners" ana"
other Hearst publications began to
Call No. 1220 is for Negroes, Who fall in the state of New Mexico. Wilwill go to Camp Travis, San Anto- liam Rondalph wanted to know why.
nio. There are only five under this He found out and now he is tryin?
call, Mckinley furnishing 2, Mora 1, to tie the hands of the New Mexie-Rio Arriba I and San Miguel 1.
council of defense. We will predict
Call No. 1244 is for 400 men qual- that whether or not Hearsts at
ified for general military service. torneys secure the injuntion. the
These men will go to Camp Arthur people of New Mexico will continue
Waco, Texas, in the same period as to hate Hearst's newspapers.
the ones in Call No. 1203, but will If more of New Mexico's policies.
aot entrain on the same day. They with regard to patriotism and full
will come from the following coun- fledged
with the forces
Spanish-America-

-

.

ties:
Colfax

De Baca
Dona Ana
Lincoln
McKinley

Mora
Otero

P7
Roosevelt

in

75

I

9
IS
25
40
3S
15

Saadoval
Santa Fe
San Juan

IS

Sierra
Socorro
Taoa
Torrance
Uakxi
Valcacia

10

San Minuet

12

10
S
2S
SS

s

IS

a

the country that are for war and

have been for war. were adopted in
Arizona there would be a health er
condition of affairs in this state.

It is possible todav to fray a fire- dollar bill of the Government for
Can
$4.19 in War Savings Stamps.
yon beat it for an investment? Mm.
neapohs Tribune.

(

German talk of Belgium and Ger
many being friendly after the war is
humorous or tragic, we don't know
which. Tularosa Tribune
soil turning'
is tha
"Keep the home
k- n.n- tor..

il,

Gardeners of Ch icago. Arizona

Tlv Dinnu,

Ser

PREPARE NOW

GENERAL, MANGIN

BRITISH CAPTURE

TO REGISTER
Instructions for
to Be Called

tlon of your citizenship, leaving apace t,
. I and It blank.
INDIAN.
I. CITIZEN. -- If you are a rltlaeo- Indian born In the United States, the rests-tra- r
will place a check In thli apace
and proceed to epuce 16, leaving spaces fi,
6. 7, . lo. 11, 12, IS, 14 and 16 blunk.
An
Indian born In the United States is a cttl-- n
If (1) he, or his father or mother
his birth or before he attained HAIQ MEN POUNDING
prior to
TOWARD
the ag--e of 21, was allotted land or
ADVANCE
a patent In fee prior to May t. 1906; ' CAMBRAI
AND
ir ne was allotted land subsequent to
EAST FROM PERONNE.
May 8. 1900. and received a patent in fee
to his land: (3) If he was residing In the
old Indian Terltory on March t, HOI; (4)
If he lives separate and apart from his
tribe and has adopted the habits of civilHUNS IN 50-MI- LE
ROUT
ized life.
.
NONCrmEN.-- If
you are a
Indian born In the United States,
the registrar will place a check In
this spare and proceed to spare 16, leav- YANKEES AND
FRENCH TAKE
ing spaces 6. 6. 7, t, 10, 11. 12, IS. 14 and IS
blank.
An Indian horn In the United
ENTIRE
ABOVE
PLATEAU
States shall be classed as a nonritlzen Indian unless he falls within one of the
SOISSONS.
clusses of citizen Indians described In

Who Are
On to Serve
Men

Their Country.
"To Insure a Safer World for
Our Children.
' "Since
the beginning of our povern-men- t
It has been the law of this counmale cititry that every
zen nnd doclnrnnt between clKhtcen
Is subject to be summon
and forty-flved to Its defense.
"The nccnslons have happily been
rare when such a summons has bad
to be Issued. We face the need now,
"Over 10,000.000 of our men of lighting age have already registered for selection for service. Out of this number many have been chosen, trulned,
and sent to battle across the sen. while
others are In training or on the way.
They have made us very proud of
them, these splendid soldiers, and some
have already given their lives for us.
We shall not fall to support them nnd
to
them.
"The remaining n.lM xi.rHX) are now
called upon to register for selection.
The only purpose of this extension of
the selective service law Is to bring a
speedier end to the war and to Insure
a safer world for our children.
"Since the enemy has compelled the
arbitrament of force, force let It tie,
force overwhelming.
The registration of the entire man power of the
United States will be our unmistakable pledge to humanity that democracy
Is to be the regime of the future,"
"NEWTON D. BAKER,
"Secretary of War."
able-bodie- d

e

1

LENS AND QUEANT

spare 8
UNITED STATES CITIZEN.
10. N'ATIVK BOHN.
If you are a native-born
citizen of the United States,
the register will place a check in thla
space and proceed to spare 16. leaving
spaces 11. 12. 13, 14 and IS blank. If
you were born In the United States.
Including Alaska and Hawaii, you nre
a native-bor- n
citizen of the United
Stntes Irrespective of the citizenship of
your parents. Any inhabitant of Porto
Rico, who was a Spanish subject on
April 11, into, and who resided In Porto
Kiro on that date, and continued to reside
therein until April 11. 1900. Is held to
be n rltizen of Porto Mlro. except such
inhabitants, natives of the Spanish peninsula, who elected to preserve their
to Spain on or before April
allegiance
11.
beV.t). by making a declaration,
a
fore court of record, of their derision

Wi-k-

in Xi'URpaper Union

one-hai-

to do so. Any citizen of Torto Klco. as
above drfined, and any native of Porto
Kiro who was temporarily absent from
the Island on April 11. 1899, and has
since returned, and le not a citizen of
any foreign country, la held to be a
citizen of the United States, provided
he did not elect to retain his political
status by making declaration under
oath of his decision to do so within six
months after March 2, 1917. If you
l
were born abroad, you are still a citl- v,.n of the t'nited stateH if your father
was a citizen of the United States at
the time you were born, unless you
have expatriated yourself.
11. NATURALIZED
If you are
naturalized citizen of the United States.
the register will place a check In thla
Queant-Drocouspace and proceed to space 16. leaving
spaces 10. 12. 13. 14 and 15 hlank. Vou
are a naturalized citizen If you have
completed your naturalization, that Is,
if you have "taken out final papers."
Hut you are not a citizen If you have
only declared your intention to become
a citizen (that is, if you have only
"taken out tlrst papers"); In the latter
case you are a declarant.
12. CITIZKN BY FATHER'S
NATURALIZATION BEFORE REGISTRANT'S
MAJORITY. If you are a citizen by your
father's naturalization (or your mother's
naturalization In case your father died)
before you attained your majority, the
e
Solssons-Maubeugregistrar will place a check16. In this
space and proceed to space
leaving
spares 10. 11. 13. 14 and 15 blank. The
children of persons who have been duly
naturalised under the laws of the UnitWAR REVENUE BILL APPROVED.
ed State, being under the age of
twenty-on- e
at the time of the naturalization of their parents, are. If dwelling Committee Sends
Eight Billion Tax
In the United Statea before attaining
Measure to House.
their majority,
considered as citizens
thereof
(Sec. 2172. U. 8. Rev. Stat,
Sent. 4. The entire
Washlneton.
and 34 Stat L, pt 1. p. 1228.)
text of the $S.nriii,fiO0,On0 revenue bill

QUEANT SWITCH

ONE HUNDRED AND ONE OTHERS

YANKEES SCORE FIRST SUCCESS
ON BELGIAN SOIL BY TAKING
'
VOORMEZEELE.

R

SENTENCED FOR EFFORT TO
BLOCK U. S. WAR PLAN.

A

MM

SENTENCE

DENVERITES

Gen. Joseph Mangin of the French
army, who le In Immediate command
of the allies operating between Sole-soand Reims.

WIN WARFOR FREEDOM

'

Western Nawspaper Union News Service.
D. Haywood,
Chicago. William
"uncrowned king" of the I W. W.,
and fourteen of his chief aides In the

conspiracy to overturn the American
war program, were sentenced to twen
ty years in the federal penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kan., by Federal Judge
K. M. Landis, Friday.
r
sentences were imposed
of the organization's
upon thirty-threone
leaders, five years on thirty-threyear and one day on twelve, and ten- day sentences on two. Cases against
Benjamin Schraeger, editor of the
Polish I. W. W. paper, and Pletro Ni
gra, were continued.
All sentences on the four counts in
the Indictment will run concurrently.
Fines ranging from $20,000 on Hay
wood and bis chief aides, down to $5,- 000 were Imposed.
Ninety days is granted in which to
file a bill ot exception and a stay of
seven days In which to petition for
bail.
Charles J. Jacobs and Meyer Fried- ken, sentenced to one year and a day
and a fine of $40,000 and ten days in
the county jail, respectively, by Judge
Landis in Chicago as a result of their
conviction along with other I. W. W.
leaders, are both former secretaries
of that organization in Denver.
V. V. O'Hare, also convicted with
his associates, was arrested as a fugitive from justice by United Statea officials at Leadville, March 20 of this
He was immediately taken
year.
back to Chicago to stand trial.
Friedken was the first of the trio
arrested in Colorado. He was held in
default of $10,000 bonds before his removal to Chicago.

WILSON ASKS
STAND BEHIND

LABOR TO
FIGHTING MEN.
S.
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Ten-yea-

President Pays High Tribute to American Workmen in Labor Day
Proclamation.
Western NVwtpaper t'nlnn News Service.
Washington. Labor Day wan
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PRISONER3 GIVEN NINETY DAYS
TO FILE BILL OF EXCEPTIONS
FOR NEW TRIAL.

mA

ALLIES SMASH

TERM

20-YEA-

Sfivhc,

London. Sept. 4. The British have
Raptured the city of Lens. The town
of Queant also has been taken. Lens
wub evacuated by the Germans, the
British moving In.
On a front of virtually fifty miles,
from just below Ypres, to a point near
I'etonne, pa the Sotnme, the German
ainiicH are in retreat.
In their pass beyond the Droeourt-Qiican- t
line the British have advanced
to a point just to the west of Iltiissy,
f
two and
miles northeast of
Queant, and occupied Pronville, a mile
and a half southeast of Queant.
More than ten thousand prisoners
were taken by the British Monday.
Additional prisoners were taken Tuesday.
The British also hold Doigtiies,
Velu and llertincourt and Rocqulgny,
representing an advance to a maxl- mum depth of four miles on a twenty
rutin front utr.,r-t,Tn..l,,,.J
In Flanders the British forces have
captured the town of Wulverghem, two
miles southeast of Kemmel,
Contrary to expectations, the enemy has not reacted heavily with a
view lo the recapture of the
line, but has left the British
In undisturbed possession of It.
Gen. Mnngin's advance Monday be- tween the Allette and the Aisne riv
ers is the most important so far. His
army has reached Bethancourt and
also has advanced a mile to the south
of Leullly, about bIx miles norfh of
Soissons.
The line now passes through the
plateau of Bethancourt to the north
of Crouy on the
road. The center of the plateau now
is cleared of the enemy.

MRS. MATTIE A. ROBERTSON

HAYWOOD GETS

Mrs. Mattie A. Robertson hat been
appointed policewoman In the state,
war and navy building In Washington,
where nearly 600 policemen and guards
are on duty. The women employees In
the building are her charges.

Western Nawspaper Union News Service.

London, Sept. 3. Over a front ot
thirty miles from the region of Arras

to Peronne, Field Marshal Haig's
forces have literally smashed the German front. The southern portion of
the famous Drocourt-Quean- t
switch
line, which bad been heralded as the
impregnable bulwark of the German
defense in the north, has given way
under the violence of the British onslaught over its entire front from the
Scarpe river to Queant, a distance ot
about ten miles. Monday night the
Canadian and English 'troops were
pursuing the enemy some three miles
to the east. Thousands of prisoners
have been taken. At several points
the German defenses are seriously
menaced,, especially near Lille and in
the vicinity of St. Quentln, Douai and
Cambral on the British front, while
the
forces to the
south continue to advance in the face
of bitter resistance, Few defenses re
main to the Germans between Per
onne, which was captured by the Aus
tralians, and the strongholds along '
the famous Hindenburg line around
St. Quentin.
The Australians now hold Flaml-couand St. Denis, in addition to
Peronne, and are reported to be making progress east and northeast of
Mont St. Quentin. To the left ot the
Australians, English troops are adIn
vancing southeast of Combles.
these operations the Germans have
lost more than 2,000 men and many
Several hundred prisoners
guns.
also were taken in the different operations that resulted in the capture of
Bullecourt, Hendecourt and Le Trans-loFranco-America-

n

served throughout the United States.
President Wilson in a Labor Day
TO PAY STUDENTS
nmaualra laU ..fan
nt, Vin nn.l
""" I, t
that labor had? in the winning of the
war, saying that:
BARRACKS WILL BE ERECTED AT
"Every tool in every essential inCOLLEGES.
is a weapon, and a weapon
dustry
WHO MUST REGISTER
wielded for the same purpose that an
army rifle is wielded."
All male persons must register who
8tudent Army Training Corps Will
"Labor day, 1918, Is not like any lashall have attained their eighteenth
Receive Army Pay, Live In Barbor day that we have known. Labor
racks and Eat at Army Mess,
birthday and shall not have attained
day was always deeply significant
their forty-sixtbirthday on or before
with us; now it is supremely signifithe day set by the president for regis
cant. Keenly aa we were aware a year
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
tration. The only exceptions nre
ago of the enterprise of life and death
Denver. The boys constituting the
Persons
(A)
who, prior to the day
which the nation had embarked,
upon
set for the registration by the presl
membership of the student army trainwe did not perceive Its meaning as
ing corps will receive full army pay,
dent, have registered either under the
clearly as we do now.
live in barracks, eat at an army mess
terms of the act approved May 18, 1017,
us
"Let
a
make this, therefore,
day
or under the terms of the public reso
and weur army uniforms, according
of comprehension not only of what we
to an official communication received
lution of congress approved May 20,
are about and of renewed and clear-eye1!H8, whether called for service or
by the students' war service commitresolution, but a day of consecratee at the State House, Construction
not ;
On the Lj'B front, where Americans
tion also in which we devote ourselves
work on barracks will begin immedi for the first time have taken a
(B) Officers nnd enlisted men of the
Lauds
Lloyd
Gompers.
George
place
without
to
or
limit
the
pause
great
regular army, officers appointed, and
London.
Premier David LIoyd ately at the colleges of the state.
in the battle
the allied troops
task of setting our own country and
men of the forces drafted, under the
Thus the men enrolled will have have advanced line,
a luncheon given by the
at
George
to
Steenwerck and are
the whole world free to render Justice
the advantages of colleges and yet
provisions of the act approved May 18,
Gomengaging the enemy rear guards in
to all and of making it impossible for government in honor of Samuel
1917; officers nnd enlisted men of the
full
Rev
activities.
pursue
of
the
military
American
Fed
pers,
the vicinity of Neuve Eglise. In their
small groups of political leaders any- - erationpresident
National Guard while In the service of
of
proposed a toast to eille will be blown at 5 o'clock in the first operation in Belgium the Ameriwnere' t0 disturb our peace or the the health Labor,
the United States; ami the officers of
set
after
the
the'
and,
of
morning
customary
labor
who
leader,
cans capture Voormezeele and sevALIEN.
to is
the officers' reserve corps and enlisted
on the Peace ot the wor,d or " a"y
ting up exercises and drilling, the day eral' strong positions between that
11
If you are a de- to raise monev for carrying
visiting England.
make too'8
reserve corps while In the service of clarantDECLARANT.
Puppets of those upon
alien, the registrar will place a war was annroved hv the wave and
"I do this for two reasons," he said. will be alternated with study and mil town and Ypres. The allied line has
the United States; and
check In this space and proceed to means committee Monday and the bill whose con8ent and UP" whose power "One of these is the
s
country from itary tactics.
been extended to the La
leaving spacea 10, 11, 12 and 14 reDorted to the House Tuesday. Chair- - lnelr own autnority ano tneir own
(C) Officers and enlisted men of the spare 15,You
The school term of nine months will
which our guest comest- -a country
are a declarant If, although
blank.
road and it is evident that the
navy and ninrine corps, and officers a citizen or subject of Borne other coun- man Kitchen asked to have the bill very existence depend.
be
hereafter
abolished
will
and
work
cradled and nurtured in freedom. In
Germans are preparing to retreat to
and enlisted and enrolled men of the try, you have declared before a natural- taken up
"We may count upon each other. the second
Friday morning and his
place, we welcome Mr. continue the year round. All enlist a line from Wytschaete to Messlnes.
naval reserve force and marine corps ization court your Intention to become a
is
The
a
nation
of
mind.
It
is
ment
single
in
other
services
and
is
closed,
On the French front where AmeriGompers and his friends for their
of the United Statea Thla la re- present plan Is to ask for a final vote
reserve while In the service of the citizen
the S. A. T. C. offers the only oppor can forces also are
taking council with no special class. own sake."
on Saturday of next week.
ferred to aa "taking out first papers."
engaged under the
United States.
inno
14.
It
is
or
NONDECLARANT.-a
are
If
for
serving
private
you
single
As soon as the bill is passed by the
high school graduates to command of General Mangin, the entunity
nondeclarant
alien, the registrar will House members on both sides
own
terest.
Its
mind
has
been
cleared
Arizona Candidate Injured in Crash. volunteer.
will ask
a check In this space and pro
emy is showing strong resistance.
HOW TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ON place
and fortified by these days which
let ar11nti.n until otlm, lha
ceed to space 15. leaving spaces 10, 11, it (nnirrQca
Blsbee, Ariz. Fred T. Colter, candiHere the Americans have taken up
13
burn
the
a
REGISTRATION CARD AND
dross
The
nondeclarant
and
blank. You are
away.
light of
date for the Democratic nomination
Members of Cudahy Crew Landed,
November elections, leaving the Sen
new
folpositions near Nerny-Sornone
If
not
the
alien
do
fall
of
within
evnew
you
has
conviction
FOR
penetrated to
for governor of Arizona, was thrown
classes described In spaces 10, 11, 12 and II ate committee on finance to hold hearWashington. Twenty, members of lowing their capture of Juvigny, and
and are not an Indian. In other words, ings on the bill and have It ready for ery class amongst us. We realize, as from a rapidly moving automobile the armed naval guard of the Ameri- the further retirement of the Germans
you are a nondeclarant alien if you are a
for the Senate some time in never realized before, that we are when it collided with a cow, early can cargo steamer Joseph Cudahy, to- - making progress in the, vicinity of
Detailed Information for Making Out citizen or subject of some other country passage
comrades, dependent one on another, Thursday night, twelve miles west of
December.
hot
than
de.
have
and
United
the
Slates
irresistible when united, powerless Bisbee, sustaining bruises about his pedoed and sunk off the English coast
Registration Card.
rlared before a naturalization court your
have arrived safely at an At
In answer to the claims made by
when divided. And so we join hands head and legs. He was conscious and Aug. 17,
intention to become a citizen of the Unit
Autoist Kills Fort Collins Man.
lantic port, the Navy Department an the allies of important advances the
'
Both
ed States, that is, have not "taken out
to
world
lead
to
the
new
a
Registrars and Registrants
and
better
the
failure
the car, then nounced. Arrival at another Atlantic Germans reply that their retirements
Casper, Wyo. Through
attempted to
first pnpera."
will be guided by the Instructions
15.
Tins need be answered only by de of an auto driver to observe traffic day."
collapsed. After a time he regained
sixteen members ot the mer and the relinquishments ot territory
herein contained.
The Registrar
Director General McAdoo issued an onsclousness and was able to go on port of
clarant and nondeclarant aliens. Remem regulations, William McCune, a conchant crew also was reported to the were to shorten the line.
should study them before Registration
ber that a declarant is not yet a citizen tractor of Fort
order
railroad
be
that
peremployes
to Tucson.
Collins, Colo., was run
The British captured in the month
of the United States. If you are an alien
Navy Department.
Only thirteen of
Day, and the Registrant should read of
either class, state the name of your down and killed. McCune was cross- mitted to participate in celebration of
the sixty-twaboard
Cud of August 57,31 S German prisoners, 657
the
persons
them carefully and prepare the anwhere
the
In
essential
will
write
wbtrh the registrar
day
operations Lenine Reported Dead from Wounda,
ing the street near the Burlington deguns, more than 5,750 machine guns
swers In his mind before going to the rountry,
ahy remain unaccounted for.
this spare, for example, "Great Britain,"
when the driver in cutting the cor- would not be hampered.
London, Sept. 3. Nikolai Lenine,
and 1,000 trench mortars! It has been
France," "Italy." State also the name pot
Registration Table. The answers to
Director General Schwab of the the Bolshevist
of your country In ner, overran him. The driver, realiz;
premier, who was shot Report Helgoland
in London that the Germans
the questions shall he given and the of the subdivision
Destroyed Stirs Fee. learned
in a twoce
which you were ordinarily resident be- ing the seriousness of McCune's in- Emergency Fleet Corporation
an
assassin
last
now have only 196 divisions on the
by
Friday night
entries made In the numerical order fore proceeding to the United States,
3. Rumors that
to
in at
the
American
Amsterdam,
cablegram
troops
Sept.
out
his
turned
ot
and
ac
has
died
his
lights
Moscow,
sped
wounds,
western battle front as compared with
stilted. All answers will be written which will be written by the registrar In juries,
after the name of your coun- - away. McCune leaves a widow and France gave those forces assurances cording to a telegram from Petrograd Field Marshal von Hindenburg has 204 which they had recently, as they
on the Registration Card In Ink
by the parentheses
that everything possible was being received by the Exchange Telegraph committed suicide, that the whole had to
In two children living In Fort Collins.
Rritaln (Scotland),"
as
"Great
try,
break up eight divisions for
Registrar, who should he careful to the case of
German or
done by that industry.
German army has gone over to the
Company by way of Copenhagen. A
drafts.
n
spell all names correctly and to write Austrian Poles, Alsatians, Lorratners,
ot
RECOGNIZE
President
American
the
CZECHOSLOVAKS.
forces
and
Gompers
that
the
Moscow telegram by way of Vienna
and persons of like status, the regThe allied forces on the western
legibly.
in
Federation
of
now
British
defleet
has
Labor,
attacked
abroad,
answer
and
wo not write on. mnrk, or otherwise istrant may
Formally Extended by President as a message to the American people, says the attack on the Russian pre- stroyed Helgoland have become so front have taken a total of 128,802
mutilate the instructions. Do not remove claimed aa subject of
mier was made by two women belongas
claimed
"Pole
prisoners since July 15, It was ansubject
Against Germany.
them.J
pledged the fullest support of organwidespread in Essen district that the nounced in an official
"
or
fin some spaces as Indicated In the di of Germany
the ized labor to the cause of the republic, ing to the Social Revolutionary party, commandant
statement. In
of
Washington.
Recognition
of
town
that
has issued
"Alsatian claimed aa subject of Ger- Czeeho-SIovarections, chocks will be used to Indicate
nation by the United
Labor's army, nearly 150,000 strong,
a proclamation advising the people not the same period 2,069 guns, 1,734 mine
many." etc.. and surh an entry shall be
til answers, a device which In desKned
Coal
Mlnera
Blast.
Killed
by
throwers and 13,783 machine guns
States government assures the Czechs tramped the streets of New York with
made by the registrar.
to believe "extravagant rumors."
"ie time or the Registrars.
'
Tacoma, Wash. Out of thirty men
were captured. On the French front
If not a citizen of the United States, of northern Austria of a standing in a
was echoed by the thou
REGISTRATION CARD.
that
slogan
In
to
have
been
the
believed
mine
of
of what nation are you a citizen or the league of nations.
Since it fol- sands of spectators, "Win the war for
75,900 prisoners and 700 guns had
SERIAL, Nl'MHKR.- - Registrars
shall
Go
Germans
on
200,000
Strike.
Pacific
Coast Coal Company at
the
lows similar action by Great Britain, freedom' ,
been captured by the French since
leave this spare Mank.
subject?
16.
OCCUPATION.
This
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SPIRIT OF AMERICA CALLS
AMERICANS' HIGH PRIVILEGE.
New British Vessel Sunk.
War Expenses $1,71400,000.
U. 8. Naval Ship Sunk by Error.
Let the volunteer spirit expreoa
People's Commissary reported Killed Nineteen Injured In Santa Ft Wreck.
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which might be of assistance In making such a selection. This Is a stylish
little bungalow, 24 feet by 40 feet In
size, not including the porch projection. It contains sis rooms and a
IN OWNING HOME bath. The walls are finished with shingles which would look very pleasing
when treated with dark stain, The attractive roof is of the gable type.
The downstairs plan' of this house
Interest on Investment Generally
offers a good deal of comfort to the
Is Less Than Rent
square foot. The living room is- carefully laid out for the comfortable placItoonis differ
ing of the furniture.
PLAN FOR STYLISH BUNGALOW greatly in regard to the accommodations for modern furniture. A living
room must be light; at the same time
considerable wnll space Is required,
Deilgn Shews Attractive Home of Six otherwise
large pieces of furniture
Rooms, Which May Be Enlarged
must be expensively built to look well
in
the
by Utilising Space
when placed some distance from the
Attic
walls of the room.
This plan places the stairway In the
By WM. A. RADFORD.
middle of the house. From the en- Mr, William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OB
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, (or the readers of this

USUALLY SAVING

LATE

FINANCE PROBLEM

MARKET

IN EASY TERMS

QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Unloa'News lervloe.
DBNVBK MABKBT.

Government Must Have Twenty

Cattle.
four Billions in a Year.
rat steers, grassers, choice
to prims
M.001.00
ratto steers, grassers, good 11.60 1.60
choice
.....
Fat steers, grassers, fair
WILL BE RAISED. BY SAVING
11.00
ll.SB
to good
10.00 '10.60
Heifers, prime
.75
Cows, fat, good to choice..
.00j
K.75
.00
Cows, fair to good
Cows, medium to fair
7.00$ 8.00 Sixteen Cents from Each Dollar Each
7.00
6.00
Cows, canners
One Earns, and the Rest by Sell.
7.50
Bulls
6.00
ll.OOfii 11.00
Veal calves
Ing Liberty Bonds to Patriotic
.
Feeders, good to choice,... 10.00 W 11.60
Citizens.
sou
reeaers, lair to good
.liw
t.iO
Blockers, good to choice... 6.60
Blockers, fair to good
8.000 8.60
By LABERT ST. CLAIR
Blockers, medium to fair.. 7.009
The problem of government finances
Bogs.
Is Just as
as we choose
Oood hogs
IK.00lt.7t to make It. complicated
Approached from differpaper, on account of ills wide experience
ent" ini.lua If win ha m.iila na Huffllncr
Sheep.
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Lambs ,.,
- ..... .... 1'
is, without doubt, the highest authority
awes
" "'
li.DU
1""
ll.llUf
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
i4.oo w 14.76 tne operation
Yearlings
of an
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
Wethers ,,
12.76WU.60 dasher churn.
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose
If one attempts to delve Into the
three-ceHAV AND UKAIft MARKET,
stamp for reply.
s1
ramification of the expansion of cur
1
I
o.
r. b Denver. Carload Prise.
rency, and all that sort of thing, he
Probably there ore few people other
Her.
Is very likely to develop stiff neck
thun those who have uctually made a
columns
TlooH'Plawstart In the pluuning of a home, who
P "
of figures and wind up by declaring
consider the relation between the
Colorado and
rruirie
Hay,
trance hall the stair goes up to an atiat figures He horribly.
Timo?hy"V.rp,eorn "?.:::::: i?:ooi:oo
"high cosf of living"
On the other hand. If he faces the
14.00W 15.00
and the question of relative cost be- tic spuce which can be used for extra Alfalfa, per ton
ouum raric, per ton
i.uuwzu.u
situation in a oronu, concrete way
tween owning and renting a borne. sleeping space if occasion demands.
17 noais.oo
Cunnlaon
nn
vTi.
The arrangement of the kitchen ami Straw,
.00 and compares it with the problem of
per ton
During the strenuous period, the
"bread and butter earner" will proba- pantry Is intended to place the kitchen Oats. Nebraska, loFlbs..
.1210 nnnclng his home, or some similar
buying..
of
from
the
front
entirely
away
part
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
bly concentrate his attention so strenueveryday expenditure, be can grusp
the
which eliminates cooking CorS lis.c"kCllerrin-"s he would " uundle
ously upon ways and means of Increas- odorshouse,
..47 0nd n,nster
from
rooms.
the
living
or Ino family pump,
1
uiuten feed, sacked, selling
ing his income that many of the items
i
100
wan, Colo., per
lbs., selling..', i.u
of "outgo" are not given sufficient
Hre the COVernmeiit's Immediate
Li,....
financial problem In a nutshell
In
Locusts for Soap.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked
analysis. There will probably be an
15.14
subject to discount
the next twelve months $'.'4,000,000,
occasional conference with the good
Uruguay has suffered much at the Hungarian,
48 lbs., sacked, subject
wife which will result in the substi- hands of visiting locusts. So it is only
to discount
167 000 probably will be required by the
United States government to meet war
tution of "oleo" for butter or the elim- naturul that from that country should
POULTRY.
ination of the more costly cuts of meat hnll not a scheme to prevent their comexpenses. The total Income of every
from the bill of fare because eating ing, but the means of converting the
perxon In this country is only about
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry $50,000,000,000 a year. Therefore, If
is such a persistent expense that varia- pests Into a puylng proposition when
are
net F .0. B. Uenver:
the cost of the war for the next year
tions In the cost of rations are em- they do come. One of these visits oc- Turkeys,
12
0
fancy d. d
were to be assessed pro rata, every
2
phatically noticeable. Various other curred last winter. If they had skipped Turkeys, old toms
SW
22
choice
temporary savings are resorted to, and an occasional year, they made up for Turkeys,
person's share would be forty-eig17
Hens, lb
all past slights on that trip. Traps Ducks, young
cents on every dollur that be or she
10
that is as far as the analysis goes.
27
Oeese
toll
...25
earns.
First, consider the fact, In connec- were set and millions of the insects boosters
16 01
Needed to Beat Off Murderers.
tion with the renting of the home, that killed, with no apparent impression on
Now let us bring the proposition a
the owner of the building Is living un- the size of the invading army. One
Live Poultry.
12
.10
little nearer home. Suppose that a
der the same conditions as the renter. day Senor Alexandra Otnlgul, holding Roosters, lb
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over... .23 j25
band of murderers, in
He may, by his manner of living, vury an Inquest over a little heap of dead uena
.20 W22
2U
uniforms of gray, having slaughtered
certain of the conditions which under locusts, discovered that there was pucks, young
26
lb.
.,
Ducklings,
In
all
some
them, after
their way through the helpless waves
good
they Springs
another munner of living appear to
25
of women nnd children In nearby
20
place him In a position of advantage, were made up largely of nitrogen and Geese
18
No
Broilers,
acid.
have
lbs.
dlfinite steps
cities Just as the Hun has done in
but fundamentally his living expenses phosphoric
If
to
but
take up the work,
France
and Belgium, established
are on the same basis as those of the been taken
Haua.
next
tribe of Enxa,
themselves in the woods at the edge
renter. If the owner of property en- present plans work, the
No. 1 net. F. O.
graded
will
B. Denver ,
.11
of our town with the fixed purpose of
counters on Increase in living ex- locusts Invading South America
Kkku. k lulled fo. 2 net.
O.
penses, he will naturally cxpeej to stand a long chance of being made over
waging slaughter in our midst. Then,
B. Denver
.11
If It were announced by the authori
meet it, all or in' part, by an Increase into soup, fertilizer und lubricating oil.
Butter.
In his income from this property.
ties that it would cost forty-eig41
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
cents ! every dollar that every earn'
When property is successfully rented,
Worse Than Poison Gas.
44
10 grade, lb
Creameries,
er lu our town made in the next
the rent must include Interest on the
41 042
The most celebrated of ull weapon Process
8i tt 25
total investment, tuxes and ail other poisons Is the "wooruri," employed by Packing stock
twelve months to conduct a defense
assessments levied against the proper- the savages of the Orinoco basin, In
against the murderer, thut would be
Fruit.
It Is an elaborate Apples. Colo., box
ty, an allowance for depreciation and South America.
clear, wouldn't It? And If the authorl
il.50ei.lt ties
an amount equal to the average expen- product.
were to go further and suy that
Two species of venomous Peaches, crate
1.104)1.75
2.74j8.76 they would assess sixteen cents of
diture for repairs and Improvements. serpents contribute to it, and a third Pears, Bartlett, box.
1.752.2S
Pears, cooking
on persons who could
this forty-eigafford to pay it and accept the other
Vegetables. '
12.00
..
Beans, navy, cwt
thirty-twfrom persons who, out of
2.50
Beans, pinto, cwt
their zeal to aid in the defense of
16
Beans, lima, lb
Beans, green, lb
100 11 M their homes and their loved ones,
Wax beans
11
(iniii
would take the promise of the local
beets, Colo., dos. bunches. Hit 10
government to repay it, that would be NO WASTE IN ARMY CAMPS
ueeis, new,newcwt.
Colo
2.250 2.60
Cabbage,
plain, too,
85
carrots, do. Dutwnes..
wtif
There Isn't a bit of difference be- Conservation and Reclamation Divi
4.00
Carrots, cwt
lb
15
100
Cauliflower,
sion Obtains Maximum Utilization
tween
the local case I have described
16
50
Celery, homegrown, dos..
of All Materials.
and the present case of United States
Cucumbers, H. 11., dos...
109 76
40i 60
Lettace, head
government. The Hun Is in the ollinp,
25W
26
Lettuce, curly, dot.
One of the most Insidious pieces of
the government needs an average of
Unions, table, dos.
260 30
2.00 0 4,00
Onions, cwt
hundredths of everyone's eara German propaganda which the govern
16
Parsley, doz Ib
ing in the next year to conduct its de ment has to combat appears In the
,
15
Peas, Colo.,
' IJ'i
nmJh lii.j
Potatoes, new, cwt
2.600 2.00
fense, and it plans to raise this money form of rumors concerning excessive
8a
Kadiahes, long, hothouse.
3um
s
on a
tux nnd
bond wastes of all foodstuffs and supplies
150 25
Radishes, round
or stamp sale plan. Within the next In our army camps and cantonments.
Spinach, lb.
060 07
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. OJ0 06
year approximately $8,000,000,000 will A glance at the work of the conserva1.00
Turnips, cwt.
be raised by tuxes nnd $10,000,000,000 tion nnd reclamation division of the
Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch 259 20
by the sale of government securities. army readily establishes the falsity
The owner is benefited by any Increase Ingredient Is the Juice of a vine allied
HISdSLLiAniCUVS MAKKKT9.
of these reports.
Must Be Raised by Economy,
In the value of the property. If there to the plant from which strychnine is
There is the situation, and the quesThe aim of the conservation and
Prices Quoted for Metals.
Is any appreciable
Increase in the obtained. To the mixture is udded a
Colo. Tungsten
tion now arises: How In the land of reclamation division Is to obtain the
concentBoulder,
value of the property, the owner Is quantity of red ants of a kind whose
rates, 0 per cent, 220.00 022.50 per Goshen are we ever going to raise maximum utilization of all materials
likely to feel that he Is entitled to In- bite Is particularly poisonous. With unit; 26 per cent, 212.0012:60; 10 per
such a sum as $24,000,000,000?
The of service, to reduce the waste of
terest on the actual value of the prop- this preparation are envenomed the cent, 2U.4u12.20.
New York Lead, $8.06.
answer
we
never
Save
as
these materials to a minimum, to de
huve
is:
erty rather than on the amonnt of his darts which the natives of thut region
Spelter: East St. Louis delivery, before.
stroy nothing, nnd to dispose of nil mat.l2tt9.27i.
original investment. If he does not fire from blowguus.
Copper: I25.62K.
It will not be pleasant to skimp our- terial useless to the army at the greatreceive this increase, his income Is
The darts are fnshioned from the
Bar Silver: 21.011.
selves, for we have not been used to est profit possible.
less than he would receive by selling leafribs of a species of palm. They
Batter, Eggs, Cheese and Poultry.
No restrictions are placed upon our
skimping, but we simply shall have to
the property at the Increased figure are 10 Inches long, of the thickness of
Chicago. Butter
Creamery extra, do it. That old $24,000,000,000 re- soldiers' nppetltes, but the highest care
and putting this amount out at the a crow quill and made sharp as needles 45 Mi firsts, 42H044Mc;
seconds, 410
same rate of interest which the rent by scraping them between the teeth 42c: standards, 46c.
quirement is going to stick to us like Is exerted to prevent the soldier from
Firsts,
Eggs
88039c;
ordinary
a burr to a pair of mittens, and fre taking more on his plate than he wnnts
Is figured on.
inof the "plrai" fish. A wrapping of wild firsts. 36 037 He; at mark, cases
36037 Mr c.
In other words, much of the food
simply must raise it.
cotton fits them to the bore of the gun, cluded,
Saving in Owning Home.
Cheese Daisies, 2(4 0 26Hc; twins
We must practice the same economy that formerly was lost through care
025Hc; Americas, 26 He; long
Is there a saving brought about by and a puff of breath fires the projec 1514
to raise the money with the Hun
borns, 2614027c.
lessness Is now saved. The reclama
owning the home rather than renting tile.
Fowls, 272tc; springs,
Poultry
miles away that we would if he tion officer and his assistants In every
It T .The answer to this question Inwere In the grove out at the edge of camp and every cantonment are reHealth in Playgrounds.
volves the good Judgment of the owner,
Chicago) Un Stock Quotations.
town. He may be 3,000 miles away In sponsible for the separating and the
"Public playgrounds for children,"
Chicago.
and If we assume that he is capable
219.000
Hogs
Butchers,
19.90:
light, 219.20020.00;
packing. person, but, at every beat his lustful classifying of kitchen waste, produced
of a reasonable amount of discretion says the bulletin of the Chicago health S17.S618.86;
rough, 117.25017.76; bulk heart spans that gap between your In the preparation and serving of every
In handling his affairs, adverse In- department, "are big and Important 118.00Sl2.86; pigs, $18.00018.60.
Beef
Cattle
cattle, common and me- daughter and mine and his fingers meal- at the mess; the object of this
in
factors
the
of
both
conservation
the
a
not
fluences of serious nature
being
dium, $10.76017.00; choice and prime. have a virulent 3,000 mile Itch for careful separation and classification
of
health
and
the
morals
the
Is
people.
stockers and feeders,
$17.00018.20;
considered, the answer
"yes."
of kitchen waste is to prevent wastyour money and your farms.
and fancy, $11.00014.00;
The playground, spacious and proper
frood, choice
Money invested In the home does
common and
what
us
of
The
of
each
medium,
age.
question
$8,000
for
outdoor
and
games
11.00; Western range beef steers, $14.26
not psy interest, but It eliminates the ly equipped
must economise on can be settled only
The division also has active charge
Intelligently directed. Is a pluce O12.00; cows and heifers, 19.50014. 00. In our individual minds
payment of rent. For a given piece sports
and at our of farming and garden operations for
Sheep Lambs,
116.00018.60;
culls.
of property on which the home Is built, where disease cannot exist and there- $10.00011.60;
feeders, $16.60017.40; own firesides. If the Hun were In the each camp and cantenment. The
good and prime, $12.00 011.16:
the saving of rent which would be paid fore It promotes the normal and ewes,
medium and good, $10.60 0 12.00.
raised is used in rationing troops
grove literally,' would any of us ask
must be greater than the amount of healthy growth of both., body and
our neighbors what we should sacri- and providing animals with forage.
mind."
Mlnaeauolls Grala Price.
Interest which might be obtained from
fice In order to help raise our respecNo men fit for active duty are re
Minneapolis.
Barley 85C0I1.OS.
the money Invested In the home. In
Rye $1.601.61.
cents quired to assist In this agricultural
tive shares of the forty-eigKnew What He Was Doing.
Bran $19.11.
order that a financial gain be made.
on the dollar? I think not.
The quartermaster general
Corn $1.6801.71.
service.
"Was that a dog you Just ran over,
An Increase In the value of the properOats 66
714 c.
My notion is that the question every of the army has a much more efficient
Jenkins?"
asked
in
the
the
back
Flax
lady
In
a
decrease
$4.29ft04.21tt.
the
saving;
ty amplifies
patriotic American should ask himself plan, for he has this work done by In
value reduces the saving or wipes It seat of the car.
New York Cotton Prices.
is What must I have? The query: terned aliens, enemy prisoners, con"Yes, madam," replied the chauffeur.
New York. Middling, 17.20; October
out. The man who owns his home alWhat can I get along without? Is not scientious objectors and military pris
24
"Oh, Jenkins I' HdW can you be so 25.33: December, 14.84;
January.
so saves a small amount, nnder normal
24.64; May. 14.60.
oners. Uf our own ennstea men omy
searching enough.
conditions. In that his depreciation careless?"
Heber Grlm's Story Apropos.
those physically unsulted for service
"I
Llaaeed.
wasn't
madam.
I
hit
careless,
acfor
and
expense
charge
repairs is
Duluth. Linseed, $4.17.
.
Every time the idea of saving oc- overseas or partially disabled are ashim
was
a
It
dachshund,
owner
right.,
less
the
than
average
tually
curs to me I think of old Heber Grim, signed to this agricultural work. It Is
HIDES AND PELTS,
would figure into the rent for these madam."
a character out in my western Indiana believed that after a few months of
Flint
Hides.
Dry
In
abnormal
localities where
Items.
town who had a perennial habit of outdoor work, many of the men now
New Kind of "Green" Grocer.
conditions have forced rents down to a
"loc
Butcher
Just as regularly as unfit will so Improve physically that
Joining
aH
who
Nos.l
own
2
The
raises
his
Fallen.
truck
and flat lie revival churrj. time rolled
weights. 1
grocer
figure such that owners are forced to
around. they will become fit for transfer to
Nos. and 1 flat...
meeting
Bulls
and
lie
stag.
In
his
has
made
outthe
appearance
take low Incomes from their property
Culls and glue hides
Thus the army will
Heber would get himself all het up fighting units.
San
1c
skirts
of
to
Customers
Francisco.
Salted hides,
la per lb. less.
Investments, the savings would not
over his sins and, along In the last reclaim men as well as materials and
Horsehldes
to
to
are
out
into
the
go
hold true. Such conditions, however,
permitted
shop's the prlca of green salted.
days of the meeting, he would come supplies.
cannot usually be considered perma- garden and select their own vegetables.
Dry Fliat Pelts.
and snorting down the aisle
The boys at the front and at camps
rearing
Is
customer
not
Wool
The
the only one to
nent.
pelts, butchers and murcantonments In this country also
and
and
Join
rains
44
together
up.'
47c
0
Perhaps the greatest value of bay- receive benefit from this, arrangement, Short wool pelts
a standard In conservation
19 0 40c
never
Heber
are
setting
got
Somehow,
though,
own
neat little Butcher shearlings, No. 1
270 3 00 around to making any sacrifices In and reclamation which Is magnificent
ing property and building home Is In for the dealer has his
2 murrain shearlings
No.
12014c
the creation of an estate.. Too many profit from the scheme.
behalf of his new found religion. He They are doing their utmost to see
of us will not save unless we ate
pelts
is
always kept right on chewing tobacco, that every penny Invested In the cause
Salted
Greea
Hides.
Common Belief.
forced to. This Is especially true of
No. 1 (over $6
cured.
swearing like a mule driver, drinking Of democracy, through Liberty Bonds
Heavy
Mrs. Crlmsonbeak-- cl
see they are
the young man who has little thought
me.)
and otherwise. Is utilized efficiently.
like a fish, and, worst of all, squander
.
cured. No. 1 (over 25
for the ''rainy day." There Is, per- talking of putting the clock back Heavy
IOS.1
14M1I.
another
hour.
do
What
nor
more
of
think
no'
better
you
profitable
haps,
!
HO 10c
as to detail. Assuredly one does not
A Bad Habit
training for a young man than the ex- It?
Bulls, No. t
9010c
Mr.
Crlmsonbesk
I
and
think
hides
of
Oh,
of
It's
Olue
skins....
wish to appear In clothes or mentality
buying
property,
piece
perience
an
lain.
be
Is
never
noticed."
will
"It
1
Kip. No.
which good judgment Indicates will aU right.
as something that will never be noit
UnforSession wo hear constantly.
KID. No. 2....
Kuaitu.
"Of course. There always have been Calf.
Increase In value, upon which to build
No. 1
15 0 24c
with aoma ticed. New York Herald.
a
becomes
habit
tunately
a substantial and well planned borne. people who believe In turning night Cair, NO. 1
2!Md22Ua
to cover a multiPartly cured hides lo per lb. laii people In an effort
The Idea of building cannot be started into day.
In France factories, workshops, founthan green salted.
tude of sins, and In the greater numtoo young. .The property may be purGreen hides to per lb. less than ber of rases It la used In reference dries, warehouses, work
yards and all
.
green salted.
The Brute. '
chased at any time, but the house Is
to something that might much better Industrial or commercial establishSalted
Hewaehldea.
man
nee
broke
our
domestic
with
the
assists
That
up
ordinarily (elected,
Nos. 1 and 2. Urge
Oonsplcuousness Is a ments considered dangerous or object.00 A5.59 be otherwise,
of the person who must eventually bo happiness."
No. 1 and 2. median)
(,o EA characteristic' well to avoid, but It tionable, whether to the safety or sanos. 1 ana s, small......
of primary Importance In Its transfor- , "In what wayf
would be much more to the point to lubrity of the neighborhood, to the pubHeadiass, too less.
"He Induced my husband to take
mation into a comfortable home.
lf
Ponies snd clues
nrln v. be noticed because one's clothes are lic health or to agricultural operations,
.
The Illustrations offer a suggest! oa up golf."
slses.
their respective
trig and have that Just right look are subject to the supervision of public
aauea eoits...
I
which la tha result of careful care authority.
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ing' his money on loud clothes and
Other luxuries to such an extent that
be seldom bad a cent to apply to any
worthy cause, nucb as the care of bis
family or the upkeep of the church.
As a result; of Ueber's regularity In
blackslidiug, therefore, f6V a dozen
years or more the church folks never
baptized him. They Just sort of let
him slide along, and, when Immersion
day finally arrived he usually was
out behind his trotting horse, at a
cock fight, or at some other place
scarcely fitted for converts.
Finally, though, the church authorities got tired of Heber's professions
of faith and their subsequent flattening out, and when the next revival
started, along in the spring, and be
began to show signs of Interest, they
advised him that his confession would
be received only with the understanding that immersion shoutd follow imHe thought the matter
mediately.
over for three days and then agreed
to join that night and be baptized
without delay. And, sure enough, be
arrived bright and early, and, when
the going got good he Joined up for
the thirteenth time.
Baptized Him In a Flood.
Unfortunately, Just as the meeting
started, a terrific storm arose and the
the
subsequent cloudburst flooded
country. Coal Creek, where the baptizing wus to take place, being particularly swollen. This situation made
the baptizing somewhat dangerous,
but the authorities agreed that it was
their only 'chunce to get Heber, so,
after church, with the repentant sinner in tow, and armed with lanterns,
they tiled down to the creek for the
baptizing.
Stories differ as to how Heber, Just
as he was being Immersed, escaped
the ofilciatlng pastor's hands, some
saying he wriggled out and others
maintaining that he slipped, but, any
how, he disappeared In the darkness.
Daylight found him perched In
sycamore tree, a mile down the creek,
In the center of a whirlpool that was
worth a man's life to attempt to In
vnde. Hence, we had to leave htm up
the tree for three days until the water
receded..
Why He Vowed Sacrifices.
When the rescuing party finally ar
rived at the base of the tree, It was
surprised to find Heber raining down
plug tobacco, drinking liquor, dice.
stickpins, fancy rings and other trlnk
ets on which he had squandered his
money, and declaring loudly that there
was no sacrifice he would not mnke In
the future for the good of the church
nnd the protection of his soul. Nor
did be descend until he hnd stripped
himself of everything that he could
reasonably spare and a little bit more.
Well. Heber," Bill Boggs, the post
master said, after shaking hnnds with
him, "I certainly was Impressed with
your spirit of sacrifice. Why was It
that you never did thnt before?"
'Why, thunderatlon, man!" Heber
exploded, "I never was up a troo like
that before."
And there yon are. When before
were we, as patriotic citizens, up a
tree as we are this year?
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LARGEST LINE OF ARMY AUTO TRUCKS MAY
BE USED TO RELIEVE FREIGHT CONGESTION
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A line of army automobile trucks that has not been surpassed In fciza
anywhere may be used to relieve the congested freight condition of the railroads. This picture shows a long line of the trucks en route to a large city
in the United States.

CLUTCH

CARBURETOR IN

SUMMER SEASON

IS NEGLECTED

PART

Service of Thrust Collar and Lever
Require Frequent Lubrication by Hand.

One of the most commonly neglected parts of the car, as far as lubricaOrdinarily There Is Not as Much tion goes, Is the clutch operating mechanism. In the case of disk clutches
Gasoline Required Then as
running In oil the lubrication of the
thrust collar and the lever operating
During Winter.
It Is automatic. But with clutches that
do not operate In a bath of oil, the
thrust collar 'and lever
oiling
USE OF COLD AIR ENTIRELY by hand. The service ofrequire
these parts
Is exacting and frequent lubrication of
the ball thrust bearing and of the end
Always Good Judgment to Inspect of the lever which actuates It is necessary. Furthermore, the bearing of the
Radiator Frequently, Making Sure
clutch pedal and the pins which seease
Water Is Not Running
cure the clutch operating linkage
Collects Dust
should be lubricated frequently.
One of the things demanding the
TO CLEAN BRASS CASTINGS
attention of the auto owner in summer weather la the cure of the carDip Into Solution of Sulphuric and
buretor. Ordinarily there Is not as
Acid and Salt Rinse in
much gasoline required In hot weather
Clean Water.
as in cold and therefore, the dash adjustment may be carried a little nearer
Brass castings may be cleaned In an
lean, or air, side. This not only saves instant by dipping them into a solution
gasoline but Increases the power o'f the of three parts of sulphuric acid and
motor. In the majority of Instances It three parts of nitric acid, to which, eft-e- r
has been found that the hot air stove
they have been mixed, there has
of the carburetor limy bo dispensed been added one
part of common salt,
with or adjusted.
the whole .being stirred until the salt
has been dissolved. If this mixture la
Prevent Hot Air.
As a rule provision Is mndo on the placed in an earthenware vessel, tha
rehot air stoves for allowing some cold brass castings can be dipped in It,
air to enter, or to take cold air entire- moved Immediately, and rinsed in clear
water. The castings can be mnde as
ly. Where the carburetor is
as new by this method and little
It Is usually supplied with a bright Is
Involved.
valve that may be closed to prevent lubor
the flow of hot water. Individual etr
CASING FOR PNEUMATIC TIRE
pertinent will determine whether
advisable to cut out the heat entirely
on the carburetor, since all are not Object of Recent Invention Is to Prevent Punctures and Undue Expanbenefited by the change. If the fan
sion by Strains.
has been disconnected this of course
will he corrected. The engine nntural-l- y
The Scientific American, In Illustratruns hotter In the summer time, the
water vaporizes faster and often bolls ing mid describing a pneumutic tire
casing Invented by A. Cartheuser of
away, so it Is always good Judgment West
Orange, N. J., says:
to Inspect the rndlator frequently, makAmong the objects of the Invention
ing sure that the water is not running
low. Water In the storage battery are to protect a pneumatic tire from
being punctured, to provide a frlctlonal
will evaporate twice as quickly In sumtreud protected from puncture and supmer.
ported in service by the pneumatic
Heavy Grease for Summer.
a
rrcommend
manufacturers
Many
heavier grease for summer than for
winter In order to obtain the greatest
Hot weather softens up
efficiency.
grease and trouble often manifests
Itself by grease seeping out of trans
mission or differential cases, as well
as from grease cups. When the
grease softens in this mnnner It invariably mnkes a little ring of grease
around enoh cup which collects dust
nnd gives the enr an unkempt
there Is also the possibility of some of the dust working Into
the bearings. Be sure to keep the
grease cups turned down and In that
way the dust Is forced out. They
should be wiped ofT carefully. It
should be remembered thnt every bearing needs additional care In the hot
View Showing the Casino
weather to keep the dust out and the Perspective
Associated With Tire.
lubricant In, but the motorist who at
tends to these little "extras' will be tire, to provide a wearing surface havdoubly repaid In expense saved nnd In ing a number of Independently mov- comfort and freedom from those an- able members, each directly supported
noying stops on the road which so by the pneumatic tire, to provide a
often result In an unnecessary visit to solid metallic casing for the pneuthe nearest garage. The motor-wis- e
matic tire for preventing undue expandriver realizes from past experiences sion by Internal strains.
that hot weather calls for added forethought and precaution.
CRUSHES KEEP TIRES CLEAN
Low-Gr-

Ni-tr- io

water-Jackete-

it-I-

To Prevent Jumping Lever.
Unless you keep your hand on the
(tear shift lever until you ure sure
the gears are tn mesh. It may Jump
back Into neutral, bothering yon
greatly. It Is a good plan to keep your
hand on the speed lever until you have
finished with it. Then, too, you must
watch the rdtad while you are changing
from one speed to another, and you
cannot do this If you have to look
tWn nd find the speed lever several
Unie

Small Device Mounted on Mud Guards
Remove Grit and Other Material From Treads.
Brushes mounted on the mud guard!
of a motorcar or other vehicle, to remove, grit from the treads, have been
developed as a means of Increasing the
The busbea rest lightly
mileage.
agUinst the tires and as the wheels
revolve brush off grit and other material, which would cause wear. If allowed to adhere to the treads.

. Watch Rear Wheels.
Protect Spark Plugs.
Care should be taken tn see that the
Old garden hose may be used to prorear wheels are kept tight on the hubs tect spark plugs by cutting It Into the
r
of all cars using semi and
correct lengths and forcing Into place
around the projecting part of the
floating axles- plugs.
Is
Sun
Hot
Injurious.
Direct rays of hot sunshine Injure
Inspect Inner Tubes.
All Inner tubes should M Inspected)
tires, cause rapid vaporization of gasoline, and crack the glossy surface of for leaks and new 'taw Md
the car.
for emergencies.
three-quarte-

n

Study Lubrication Chart
Emphasis en Lubrication.
Too much emphasis csimo be placed
Study your lubrication chart and
oa lubrication
follow It carefully.
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dred Spanish speaking boys left in
the development camp, where they
ard receiving daily instructions in
English. Or- Marion Browning, the
Y man who has charge of the educational program, is looking after the
classes, and lecturing afternoons. He
The male population of this city is usually asisted by Mrs. Browning
have decided to take lessons on the who gives some musical numbers by
of
entertainment. Deming
piano and violin, that they may be way
allowed the privilege of wearing Headlight,
their hair to the shoulders. Their
resolution was taken after hearing
M'KINLEY
the price of a haircut was raised to
75 cents
Las Cruces Republic.
John Mutto after being in the
business for about 18
mercantile
EDDY
years has sold his store on Coal avenue to Giles Master who took posMethodists Buy Parsonage
session Thursday
morning. Gallup
MethoThe executive board of the
Herald.
have
dist church at this place,
purchased the dwelling occupied by Mr.
During the past two weeks the
D. L. Elms, near the new church, to output of the coal mines in the vibe used as a parsonage, and Parson cinity of Gallup hasgreatly increasJenkins and family have moved in ed, due to the fact that a special
The purchase price "f the new par- speed-u- p campaign is under way.
There is a great deal of excitement
sonage was $750, but M. Elms donated $50 as his share of the fund. If ev- in Ramah, N. M. these days for a
Elms
Mr.
is
as
as liberal
ery member
good seepage of oil has been struck
they will have all the money they in the wells being drilled on theland
need for the parsonage. Hope Press. owned by A. J. Crockett at Ojo
20 miles south of that town.
The big railroad water tank here
has just been moved from near the
MORA
station to the round house a quarter
of a mile away. The moving was
Cipriano Lilian and son were in
done quickly without the slightest
accident. The steel tank is twenty-fou- r from Sabinoso Saturday with a load
feet in diametrr. forty four feet of fine fruit from their irrigated
high, and weighs with the concrete farm which found a ready market.
bntton 78,000 pounds Carlsbad
Frank Roy has purchased the
Cambrel farm adjoining bis Chicosa
MrDavis, who farms near the ranch and added three quarter sections of th finest land on the rrsa
cemetery, last week
his field of alfalfa the thirty-on- e to his holding. With water in the
acres yielding him 9,000 pounds lakes, grass tall enough to rut for
of seed and forty tons of threshed hay all over it his ranch looks difhav, which latter was sold to the al- ferent from six weeks ago when the
falfa mill at Roswell for $20 per ton. grass had not started Roy Spanish
American.
Carlsbad Argus.

state a native son of Las Crtices
who has been organizing for, the Y.
M. C. A. since the beginning of the
war. has left for overseas to serve
as a secretary at one of the camps
in France.
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Possession

say aad all bids offend

under

contrscts

of

sale far

he above described tracts will be given
Modern Undertaking Establishment
the successful bidder on signing the conPUBLIC LAND SALE
Thomas E. Blachmore, proprietor
trsct.
of the Mackmore's Mortuary Home
UNION. COUNTY
Witaess my haad and the official seal
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New Mex- at Albuquerque, has moved his esEntered at second-cla- n
if the Stats Land Office of the Stats ot
ol
the Commissioner of Public New
Office
tablishment into the rew quarters
Mexico, this nineteenth day of August,
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Lands,.
(
recently remodeled' The interior qf
ROBERT P. BRVIEN,
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to
the building is finished in a rough
Commissioner of Public Leads,
the provisions of sn Act ol Congress ap$1.59 per fear white plastering, there are two eleState of New Meatus.
Subscriptio
June 20th, 1910, the Isws of the First Publication
proved
August 23, Bit.
w
gant show rooms and two private
State ol few Mexico, ana raics
ol the State Land' Office, the
chapel rooms with privatei chapel
SANTA FE, N. M, SEPTEMBER 6, 118.
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
for the mourners. A private automoSTATE OF NEW MEXICO
ssls to the highest bidder at
at
public
bile entrance runs beneath a heavy
9 o'clock A. f., on Friday, November 1th.
.
ft.
lOlS
,wn nf flavin!!. CountV Of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
harbor. The morgue is equipped with
of
Union. State of New Mexico, in front
Representative Kabn, Republican, orders for cars are nqt filled or a modern appliances and contains the
PUBLIC LAND SALE
the court house therein, the following des
promptly took up the fight for the direct and specific statement from latest appliances for embalming.
cribed tracts of land, visi
administration military bill when McAdoo that every order for cars
COUNTY
COLFAX
:xswm. SWMSE. Sec.
Sale No. 1M1
Dent, Democrat, failed to stand by has been filled on time. That will end
CHAVES
SCC. Mi Office
sec.
irsvfyttmn.
1U;
of Pubue
9;
of
Commissioner
the
between
SSEg, Y'A.
the President. Yet we do not hear the vexatious controversy
Tiee. IS: All of
,
SE'4NEM,
Lsnds,
McAdoo and Garfield. Among school
the President asking for Dent's
Sec. 16; W5NEU, NWK, NKSWM. EJ4SEH,
Fe. New Mexico.
Santa
Sec.
Considerable alfalfa is coming in
Is hereby given
Notice
that pursuant
boys we would expect a quarrel to
to the provisions of an Act of Conbe prolonged with nothing more than at $27 per ton. There is a shortage
1910, the laws
June
20th,
gress,
approved
It is announced that because of
exchanges of "you're another", but of cars and some of it is being storThe improvements consist of fencing and of the State of New Mexico, and the roles
reservoir, value $1,600.00,
and regulations of the State Lend Ofin transmission
of soldiers let- among managers of great govern- ed. Lake Arthur Times.
fice, the Commissioner of ublfc Lands wJB
mental enterprises we expect the
See. 6; T. 25 N., offer
ters, the War Department has
Sale No. IJSJ
at public sale to the highest bidder
over the army post office. What participants in the quarrel to get
R. 30 E
COLFAX
containing 160.90 seres. There at 9 o'clock, A. M., on Saturday, Noare no improvements on this tract.
vember 9th, 1918, in the town of Raton.
does it'propose to do about the wire 'down to brass tacks
of Colfax, State of New Mexico, ia
service recently, placed, under the
Sale No. 13S3
W'NEis, Sec. 18, T. 25 County
front of the court house therein, the
Ice Man Knocks Out Candy Man
control of the post office depart-- !
N., R. 31 E Sontaining 80.00 seres. There following described tracts of land vis:
AMERICAN SHEEP FIRST
A fisticuff affair occurred yesterarc no improvements on this tract.
ment.?
Sals No. MM
SXSW& SE& SEXNEja,
day morning at the mouth of the al"Abnormal conditions brought
WV5, Sec. 14; N4, SW, Lots 2, 3, Sec. 2; SASZH.
Sale No. 1SS4
NEMSEM, PK
of
Hard
in
Hobbs
the
rear
the
E54NWsi, NWtf, Lot 4, Sec 3; Lots 1, 2, NSEjsw
J nreais or revolt
are saia lo De bout by the war have resulted in a ky
W4SEJ4, SEKSEM, Sec 15;
R. 32 E., containing Sec.
26
ware
More
tne
T.
between
N.,
canuy
Dig
22;
Sic.
4; SWtfNEtf, SEtfNWiii, NEJtSWJl.
comman in Germany; but they arc no stimulation of the woole-industry maker at
1320.00 acres.
There are no improvements HWVaSFM. Sec 10; NJNWJ,, NEXSEX, Sec
who was hired
more common nor any more effec- in ancrraiii tans
t
on this tract.
11: E'.SE!.
niwnrn " ' " vaar ' :i hi tired Vaught's
Sec. 25: NlA.
J
wit hin twn riavs anil a
tive than the threats of revolt which secretary to the U,
Sec. 36; T. 31 N.t R. 27 E.,
at
a;aiuiiic?rs,iai
J,
Ice Company, the latSec. 9; T. 28 Sic. 33: &V. Sec. 34: T. 32 Ey,
for
the
driver
No. 13W
Sale
SWSEtf,
from
the
inner
well
up
occasionally
tache at Melbourn
Victoria, "and
N.. R. 35 E.. containing 40.00 acres. There containing 2280.08 acres, of which 547.48 acres
getting a broken finger and the
consciousness of Democratic Mem-he- r local manufacturers hope that ulti- - ter
are no improvements on this tract.
were selected for the Santa ie and Orant
knockout from
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E., comprising 6563.9S acres, designated as
Arthur
to
Leham,
treaurer
of
nuat. supply of ears. Say. C.rfield. On. is Morris. Republic... of Neb- The successful bidder must
to
sections, but no more than eight sec, J . P"' the Jewish welfare relief $250.00; ten
Sa
.xft
-tions will be included in any one lease the Commissioner of Public Lands pay
or his
Th. field, named are working .1
Democrat.
check to the salvation army war contract.
Zl
,h..,herUB.
of
such
sale,
agent
holding
when
fu'l
notch
accorded
top
speed
f South Carolina. Vardaman. anothfund $250.00; check to the Jewish
offered by him for the land,
the
Ne. l
n saain for
car supply But. unfortunately. thejr',r OB, of thi. typti w.. pe.te. iB
A
NSW'X, NWSF.K. Sec four price
welfare
association
per cent cent interest in advance fot Ask r
$250.00; and t; Sale
All of
Shipping Water
IS; T. S N., R. 20 E. SEX the balance of such purchase price, fees IHSsunu fetiAisu 'ILLS ia Rko andAl
are the fields where transportation (Ba primaries in 'Mississippi.
check to the American Red Cross NEK. NV4SF.S4,
boxes.
metallic
sealed
SWtfSW'4.
with
Coin
sUscYQV
The
Fe
Santa
all
for
and
and
pumping plant at
advertising
appraisement
service ts most difficult to secure." j
ornea. Bvr tMW
NWK. Sec. 25; SV,NEK,
SySNW. Sec
incidental to the sale herein, each nibbon. tabsaskH SW
this place is now shipping several for $.50000
T.-S V
sec 28: i s ., costs
2h: tt'A. ."ec. 27:
These fields, he says, produce the '
ruinate.
and all of said amounts must be deposit ai s,la aad sums
Carolina
a
North
John
for twenty-anR. 11 fe.. All of Sec. 36; SEX,
of
Ward,
rarloads
water
from
N!5S',VH.
this
.
piAneaj
everyday
ed
ac
in cash or certified exchange
the
pills,
coal. most, needed for.
mi
LINCOLN
11
ts
Reusbsa.
R.
NM
24
Safest,
T.
All
Sec.
Bet,
of
Always
NWX.
32;
fears
testified in court recently place, besides supplying locomotives
E.,
time of aale and which said amount e and
T
McAdoo asked Gar- - rscfro,
Sec. 36; T. N., R. 23 E., comprising 2434.64 all
13 sons in military ser- - on the cutoff. Taiban had to have
of them are aubject to forfeiture to the SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
"...Mr.him
field to notify
whan and where that het has
acres, nrsignaica a lour Miiion.
.
i i
State
of New Mexico, if the ewccessfttl
The
Mountaineer
of
Lin
Capitan.
this
water
1- .week, and considerable coin
a...
AJ
I.J
does not execute a contract with
1""
M,
bidder
EES,' EVERYWHERE
No bid will be accepted for less thsa
. .
.
. cars lucky
county, gives Attorney Ed Mec-henumber for the Germar bat- - was shipped to stations north. The
,
ia thirty days after it has been aaailed
of
for
$100.00
section
an
i
rental
annual
ui . , CSSTS.
urviaim
per
of
excellent
com
Alamagordo.
Land
him
State
said
.
to
the
Office,
.
.
. l
j
by
I sappiy
?
Fort
Sumner
at
never
has
supply
will be made in
said Isnds.
ss sncqwis.
ibcm racts II is
contract to provide that the pure ha ser
failed and is only limited to the'ea mendation as an able lawyer and one
conformity with form of oil and
at his option make payments of not
perfectly evident that either) Gar
Ttwl
"who has never been known to
lease on file in the office of the Com- may
gss
of
the
And
less than one thirtieth of ninety five per
pacify
the
pumping
plant.
VEEDER FOR VEEDER
field or McAdoo is bluffing and that
of nblic Lands, copy of which cent
ass Unsn la eat Cstslstss 99 eaai sense
to tricks, or questionable missioner
of the purchase price at aay
is
evcellent.
Sumner
Fort
will
oa
Ar
time
furnished
quality
be
thAll
application.
bluff
the other dare not call
assuisc tank ss ene eseisiss run svf
the sale and prior to the expire tiee
means to accomplish his purpose. of bidding the successful
bidder will he
slsUiss nsewesstiilse sal sen stettibly
The Las Vegas Journal. Mr. Veed- - Review.
Mr. Garfield has to do ia to aire M
thirty years from the date of the coa
Mr. Mechem is one of the candidates required .to pay thc Commissioner of Public of
eVssstt. CM ssasrta(i-fcas-a6(Xtract and to provide for 'the paymeat ot
Adoo written notice of the number 'er's newspaper, ices Mr. Veedrr's
est La
risasll
for the republican nomination in the Lands the amount of the first year'sandrental
ot
the
exmrarioa
balance
at
unpaid
any
I
exthe cost of advertising
offered,
of coal cars he needs at a particular strength rapidly increasing as Mr
DONA ANA
from the date of the conof
Dona
district
years
thirty
esc.
will
composed
lass swis
Ana,
Possession
Hac
incidental
thereto.
srm
Mines,
Mrs,
penses
tiaae at. a particular place, and if the Veedrr highly commends Mr. Veed-ear- s
tract with interest oa deferred aeysaeats
Otero, Lincoln and Torrance coun- be given as soon as contract of lease is at
asnnwansnasjafsnn. wnsssstn.
the rate of four per cent per aaaass
which
are net there at the specified er's candidacy for governor. Mr.
successful
the
executed
bidder,
by
ties.
Other candidates for the same must be withia thirty days from date of payable ia advance oa the anniversary e4
nnnTaarJUvnniniUh
Work on the new barracks at State
I
tinse. McAdoo s bluff will he exposed V eerier savs
lass Wsssslss slilis Pin
Out mm
are William Soutterland bid in order to avoid forfeiture of rights the date of the contract, partial peymeats
asss sea essr.
sssyssvs r
"Elmer E. Veeder of Las Vegas College is proceeding rapidly and as position
tmtu
to be credited oa the anniversary of the
and the country will place the res
all
aad
and
of
paid.
Mark
both
Lai
moneys
Thompson
soon
as
foitowiec
school
contract
next
the
will
date
of
si mi assssneaHi
he
there
tat
opens
announnow
one
the only
formally
peneibility.
Cruces.
Witness say hand and the official seal date of teader. ,
Neither the general complaints nf ced candidate in the field for the room for all of Uncle Sam's mej hj
of the State Land Office of the Stste of New
The above sale of lands win be ewbfeet
Garfield nee the general assurances democratic nomination for governor the new, clean barracks.
Mexico, this third dsy of September, 191A.
LUNA
o valid existing rights, eaasmeata, rfnitte
ROBT. P. ERV1EN,
sf McAdoo will satisfy the country. of New Mexico, and whose strength
4
of
Public
Commissioner
way aaa ressisslieaa,
Lands,
E- C Wade. Jr. at one time legal
like tn ana in this among the rank and file of the party
What we she-aiState of New Mexico.
The CosassissioncT ef PwMs Lessee
ia
direct and, specific it increasing rapidly ai the time for adviser to Governor McDonald, and In The DasalspsMont Camp
First rHiMieatisa Sept. t, I9U.
o i a- - i
aaent aehnasj eaca ease rsasf i ss
well known at Santa Fc aad over the
There are little snore thaa six hnn- - Last rnbbcatiea Nov. 15, 1911.
frees Gsurfieid that aarlaiu thc convention approaches."

Frank Staplio, Receiver
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TO

NOTKg

PUBLICATION

few

14; T. 4 &, R. IS W,
asm. of which J6J47.N acres
were selected for the Seat re aad Great
Rail
Bead Fend, The Improveroad
Cawaty
ments coasist at wcUa, taaka aad feaciag,

SAB

ol Sections M, It; Btf.'
L
19: AH of Section.

of the Statt Lat4 Office of the State ol prior to IW expiration of thirtv Mara frosa
new Mcjuce, tns lata day m juiy, int. the data of the contract sum to arovios
for the aayaseat ol any nap si j bahinca at
lOlTevP. UVIKN,
too exirfration of thirty yoaro froni
of the contract with internet on deferComsxisaiosutr af Public Lands
State ol New Mexico. red payments at the rata of soar nor coot
per annum parable la advance oa tan anFirst Plication July , mi
niversary of the date of the contract, parLast PuWicatioa September 37, 1911
tial aavmente to ha credited oat, tha mm.
I
niversary of the date af tha contract want
101
lowing ine oaic at
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The above aale of land will be subject
NOTICE POft PUBUCATION
to vaiia existing ngnts, easements, rights
of way, and reservations.
PUBLIC UUfD SALE
The Commissioner of Publie Lands or his
agent holding nuch sale reserves the right
TORRANCE COUNTY
to reieci any ana an oias otterea at aaid
Office of the Commissioner of Public saw.
Lands,
Possession under contract of scle for the
Ssnta Fe, New Mexico,
above described tracts will be given on
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to signing oi ins contract.
hit; yiuTniuni ui mm nvi vi vuugitai, my
Witneaa mv hand and the offidai aoal
roved June
1910, the laws of tne
S tate of New 20th,
Mexico and the rulea aad of the State Land Office of the State of
regulations of the State Land Office, the New Mexico, this lOtn day of July, 1918.
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
at publie aale to the highest bidder at
Commissioner of Public Lands
9 o clock A. M., on Wednesday October
23rd. 1918 in the town of Estancta, County
State of New Mexico.
of Torrance, State of New Mexico, in front First Publication
tf, 1918,
of the court house therein, the following Last Publicatioa July
27, 1918.
September
described tracts of land vis.:

aanaeata ta he

eeerflMsl aa the aa.
af Ike aale, af the caattact seal
toe aale ol leader.
The aaeee sale of laai will be subject
ie eaua cxistiac neate, eaeeaaeaia, n,nie
aad reserrsiioas.
Ifal

afeeraarj

rsiHrwiag

Stata af Mew laaenaa, N tha
bidder doee aat sasmls a aaata
thirty dan altar It has beea
Mat br the State Land Oftiea.
tract ta ,revids that tha pnrcaaaw asa,
at bia opliaa aah eoysaeats af aat leas
thaa
af ataety-fiv- e
fay aant
of the aareaaaa aria, at any tiase
afeer
the aale aad prior la tha sawi ration af
thirty year, from the date af tha mm-tra- ct
aad ta provide for tha payaasal ed
an unpaid balance at tha expirar
ai
thirty year frosa the data of the contract with tatereat oa deferred payatsats
at tha rat. of lour ner aant
payable ia advance oa the auafveraary of
the date of the contract, partial payaaeata
to be credited oa the aaniv.rsary of tha
date of the contract next
folLowine aka
'
date of tender.

w
v .71
!
SWM, Sec. Ml All
I, a; mm, SEMa Bee, 9jw.jwwwy
of Sections 1? U SEM, See. 21; AO af
g
L
eoatala-la21
W..
T.
Sections 22, Jo;
i
S,
24,640.41
acres, of which 7,047.69 acrea
No bid oa the above described tracts will
GRANT COUNTY
were
ana
re
tne
Santa
aeiectea
lor
treat
The Coasaaisaimrc of Publie Lands or hi.
be accepted for leas tbaa THREE DOLThe improveLARS (1X00) per acta, which is the ap County RailroadofBond Fund.
agcai aoujiaf sue a aale reaer.es the right
consist
menta
Commissioner ol Public praised value thereof,
Office of tb
reiect aav aad all hide offered .t uirf
lo
aad la addition thereto
eeie.
tne aucceseiui Diaoer muss pay ror ine iro
Uldi,
No bid on the shove described tract! win
oa
tne
be accepted for less thaa THREE. DOL- Santa Fe, New Ifealea. provementa mat am
Possessioa aader cea tract of aale for the
t ADC A, Wl
LIk I. V- above described Iracte will be circa oa
See. I6 T. 19 &ApniK6 value thereof, and la addition thereto
Nn. UM
Notice ! hereby given that pursnaat to 1.Sal9 W..
Alloj
sigaing oi ine contract.
acres. The Ira the successful bidder must pay for the Im- eoBt.iaiB
the provisions ol aa Act of Congress, sp
coni.it of leaclaff, value MOB. 35. provementa tnat exist on tne
tana.
Witness ra hand and the official ...l
Rrovements
the above described tract of land
roved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of Ike
of the Slate Land Office of the Slate 'of
VY& SEM. SKNE, Sec
Sale No. I2
State of New Mexico aad the rule end will be accepted for fell than $10.00 per
new
atcaico, tms.iuth day ol July, ,1918.
.
ere.
36; T. 23 S., R. 9 W., containing 560.00
regulation, of the State Land Office, the
acres. There are no improvements on this
KOBT. P. ERVIEN,
The above aale of land will he anbleae
Commissioner of' Public Lande will offer
Each of the above described
tracts will tract
No bid on the above described
to valid existing rights, easements, right
Commissioner of Public l ands
at public tale to the highest bidder at be offered for tale aeparatel.
tract of land will be accepted for lesa than
State of New Mexico. of way aa dreeervatioae.
I o'clock P. If., on Friday, October IS, WIS.
$10.00 per acre.
as the town of Silver City, County of
The above eale of land will be fubject
First Publication July 19. 1911.
The Commissioner of Publie I anla mm
Grant, State of New Mexico, in front of to the following terms and conditions, vis.:
Last Publication September 37. 1918.
Each of the above described tracts will
his aaent holdme such aale reacrv.a ta.
the court house therein, the following dee
be offered for ssle separately.
a
cribed tract of land, vis.:
right to reject any and all bids oflawad
Except for Isnd selected for the Santa
at aaid aale.
Pe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
The above sale of land will be subject
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
No. IB
NEM.SWM. the successful bidder mast pay to the to the following terms and conditions, vis.:
ErSNWIf,
Poeeeesion under contract, of aale lor
SWMSEM, Sec. 35; T. 17 S.. K. 11 W., SWM Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
of the
the above deacribed tracta will he iim
for land selected for the Santa
mg, NWMSEM, Sec 1; SMSWM Sec. 4; holding such sale,
oo or before October 1st, 19191
four FeExcept
Railroad Bond Fund,
Grant
and
frMSEM. Sec. 5; EMEM. NWvjNWU, Sec. price offered by him for the land
County
PUBLIC LAND SALE
m NWK. W'XSWle. Sec 9: NEUNEuf. Sec. per cent interest in advance for the balthe successful bidder must oav to the
Witness my hand and the official seal
purchase price, fees for ad- Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
P; T.
&, K. 11 W., containing (80.00 ance of such
of the Stale Land Office of the Stale ot
CURRY COUNTY
vertising and appraisement and all costs holding such sale,
tne
oi
acrea, el wnicn ouu.uu acrra were aeiectea
127
SWWSW'
Sale Na.
SNF.U.
E4
MEXICO
and
NEW
OF
New
STATE
each
all
im
the
sale
herein
Rail-ia.dental
to
Mexico, this twentieth day of July,
Fe
offered
for
the land, four SW
bv him
nrice
lor the Santa
and Grant County
SEM Sec 9; All of Sec. 16; E
Office
Bond Fund.
the Commissioner of Public
The improvement, con-ia- t of airi .mount must be denoaited in cash per cent interest in advance for the bal- NEK, SWXNEM,
Sec 17; EK, Sec.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
or certified exchange at the time of sale ance of such purchase price, fees for ad- 20; All of SectionsSE,
of fencing, value 8300.00.
Lands,
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
21, 28;
Sec 29;
and which said amounts and all ot tnem vertising and appraisement and all costs SVV
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sec 30; NX Sec 31; Ntf, EMSW,
Commissioner of fublic Lands ol the
PUBLIC LAND SALE
are subject to forfeiture to the State of incidental to the sale herein, each ani all
5
N
Sec.
11
T.
Sale Km. MSI
R.
SWMSWM.
17; SWM New Mexico
Sec 33;
NWHESYV.
State of New Mexico.
if the successful bidder does
Notice is hereb. eiven that nurauant to I'irtt Publication
in cash E., containingSEW,
4,278.05 acres.
The improveSEjiT Sec. 18; WMNWM, NWMSWM, See not execute a contract within thirty days of said amounts Thust be deposited
July 26, 1918.
SANTA FE COUNTY
the orovisiona of an Act nf Cone-reasan. Last Publication October
time of sale; ments
consist of well, windmill, tank cor20; T. 17 S., R. 13 W7, containing 200.00 after It has been mailed to him by the or certified exchange at the
4, I9U.
ana
an
of
June
1910,
laws
amounts
tnem
the
oi
the
20th,
wnicn
and
said
rals and fencing, value $3000.00.
aerea, of which 160.00 acrca were aeleeted State Land Office, said contract to pro are
.
n-to forfeiture to the State of
Office of the Commissioner of Public graved ot New Mexico and the rules and
for the anta Fe and Grant County Rail- viae that tne
ms option New subject
at
may
does
the
of
Mexico
bidder
Land
successful
if
State
the
the
S
regulations
Office,
a
purchaser
R.
Lands,
SVi.
35:
improve-eaent127t
No.
T.
N..
Bond
Sale
no
are
Sec
Fund. There
road
the dste of tne contract and to provide not execute a contract within thirty days 13
NEW
MEXICO
STATE
OF
of
Lands
Commissioner
New
offer
will
Public
Mexico.
Santa Fe,
E.. Qpntainini? 320.00 acres.
There are
oa thia tract.
make Dsvmenta of not less than one- - after it has been mailed to him by the
st nuhlic sale to the hiirhest bidder at
no improvements on this tract.
NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION
prior to the expiration of thirty years from State .Land uttice, said contract to pro
Notice is herrby given that pursuant to 9 o clock A. M., on Monday, September
Sale No. 12K
EMNEM, EKNWM. Sec.
ot an Act ot congrers, ap- 30th, 1918, in the town of Clovis, County
1277
the
No.
Sec.
Sale
provisions
SESWtf,
160.00
M T. 17 S., K. 14 W., confnminK
:.o diu on mc
of
PUBLIC LAND SALE
State
of
New
wiuiwu
in
front
of
; w"! make payments ol not less tnsn
laws
Mexico,
Curry,
the
MO.
the
20th,
June
7
9
conT.
R.
Sec.
proved
35;
E.,
N.,
SWH,
acrea, aeleeted for the Santa Fe and Grant
the court houe therein, the following
price at any lime alter the sale and- thirtieth of ninctv five per cent of the
360.00
The improvementa State nf New Mexico and the rules and of
acres,
of ninety. five per cent nf the pur-- rice at any time after the sale and taining
The imCounty Railroad Bond Fund.
Land Office the described tracts of land, vis.:
of
MCKINLEY
COUNTY
State
the
..i,,,e
of
regulations
and
value
barn,
consist
house,
fencing,
provements consist of fencing, value $75.00. for the payment of any unpaid balance at prior to the expiration of thirtyyears from $585.00.
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
the esmration of thirtv veara from the the date of the contract and to provide
the hiftlu-sot
7 N.. Office
to
sale
bidder
16.
at
at
No.
Comniismo
T.
12,2
All
Src.
the
of
Sale
ol
public
Puhhe
defer
on
Sec.
with
Sale No. I2S)
the
interest
33; SWMNWM.
contract
date of
NM,
10
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
o'clock
A. M., on Monday,
Sals No. 1278
September R. 3d E., enntaminir M"no acres.
Lai. .s,
The imE& E';W!4, SWjiSWtf, 30th.
Sec. 34; T, 17 S., R. 11 W., containing red navmente at the rate of four ner cent the
of. thirty years from the Sec 1; NM, N'SWM.
1918. in the town of Smia Fe. Coun
ol hoimr, barn, well.
consist
Sa n t a It, N w M exico.
SWJ4SW54,
provements
SSE54
360.00 acrea.
There are no improvements per annum payable in advance on the an date expiration
17
t XT
iA
C
O
ot tne contract witn interest on aeicr
I
1.
all
ty of feanta Fe, State of Niw Mexico, in fencing, cultivation, value $4,000,00.
on this tract.
niversary of the date of the contract, parred
at the rat. of four per cent
iV
T. 6 Sr. H.' l" R.' co aii, n aSSa
tice is hereby given that pursuant to
tial payment a to be credited on the an- ner payment,
annum payable in advance on the an . acres. " ine imrirovcmrnts consist
described tracts of lsnd, viz.:
lowing
ot
tenc
All of Sec. 36. T. 7 N..
Sale No. 12,3
oi Congress apof
of
date
the
contract
next
the
provisions of an Act Oi?
of the date of the contract, parSale No. 12S4
EMSEM, Sec. 17; SEM niversary
niversary
34
R.
$100.00.
laws ol tb
value
June 20th, 191U,
proved
t.i'
The
E.,
..
ot
tender.
ntris.
date
the
anin,
11
be
on
the
12
following
to
credited
Sec.
2.1;
No.
tial
NWM
Sec.
T
SMNM.
20;
SW!,
NEW,
NEMNEM,
payments
N,
New
of
Slate
.iiid
r
rules and
Mexico,
m(
of the date of the contract next
.
I nf im
.
i
K. 9 K., enntaminir iwi.hi acres.
.
SWM. NMSEM, Sec. 21; T. 17 S.. R. 13 Vf,
niversary
No
bid
the
will
on
of
above
I.hh.1
described
tracts
the
State
Snnta
sale of land aelertrd for the
ince, the
"""" "
the date of tender.
be accepted for less than THREE DOLjISmSO.
containing 440.00 acres, selected for the FeThe
provements consist of fencin. value f 100.011.
of Public
will offer at
Grant County Railroad Bond Fund following
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond will and
LARS ($3.(10) per acre, which is the apsate
t
the
tn
for
hulder at
Santa
of
land
selected
the
public
hiJ.
sale
above
The
terms
be
the
and
to
subject
No. 12l
Pund. The improvements consist of house
SE'4SWK, S',SE!4, Sec.
9 o'clock A.
on TucEtUy,
November
,1
the successful bidder Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund praised value thereof, and in addition thereto 1: Sale
that
conditions
Sale
3 N.,
16.
No.
124
Sic.
T.
Al.
ol
except
T.
Sec.
12;
NF.JdSVYM,
It
siau.uu.
N!4,
and fencing, value
of dalkip.
in
the
town
pay for the im- 5th,
Win,
County
3S
must pay in cash or certified exchange at will be subject to the above terms and the Bucceas(ul bidder must
E..
S'aSW!?. Sec. 6; NVJ, N"4Rcontaining Ml).(l arrcs. The im
it Mi Kinky,
St.ite of
in
Mexico,
of the purchase conditions except that the successful bidder provements that ex.st on the land.
the time of sale,
li iuse,
Sale No. 12SS
provemenrs
cnnist
well,
ISttjTswShEM
corrals,
SM, Sec. 3; SEM. NM
ttu' court house th t a, the fol
mm
oi
four must pay in cash or certified exchange at
him
for
offered
the
land,
price
by
and
R.
9
value
93.10
tanks,
fencing,
acres. The
E., containing
plowing,
SWM. see. 4; uat 1, fltntl4,
All of Sec. 16: T. 5 N.,
Sale No. 1278 A.
bee s;
granr)
h
of the purchase
balance the time of sale,
lowing d scribed tract
oi ii.ua, vis.;
of fencing
and Tt- 639.78 acres. per cent interest in advance for the
consist
,'5.00.
T. 18 S., R. 11 W containing
14
R.
640.00
acres.
E.,
The
improvements
N.,
price and will be re- price offered by him for the land, four improvements containing
rnere are no improvementa on tnis tract of such to purchase
consist of fencing,
value servoir, value J1U74.UU.
execute a contract providing for per cent interest in advance for the balance WJ0.OO.
All of Sioi n 36, T. U
12ft
quired
No hid on the above
No bid on the shove descr.bed
tracta will N.,SaleK. No.
of the balance of such cur- - of such purchase price and will be re
the
16 W., cout&ini&tf 0i( (D acrea. There
s,lm vNe- - 12Mn t- - E',NWH, NE!4. Sec 2f;- be accepted lor lens dtscribrd
Sale No. US
than TFN DOL- - are
SEtfSEM. Src. 6; NEM chasenavment
of
land
be
for
less
will
accreted
than'
ouinn
for tract
d
a
contract
execute
to
instal
in
snnual
no
vi
quired
providing
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I Just had to wait until It dried
'
and scrape it off then... .. ...
,
In many sections of Belgium through
which I bad to pass I encountered
large areas of swamp and marshy
ground and rather than waste the
time Involved In looking for better
underfootlng which I might not have
found anyway I used to pole right
Apart from the
through the mud.
discomfort of 'this 'method of traveling and the slow time I made, there
was an added danger to me In the fact
that the "squash, squash" noise which
I made might easily be overheard by
Belgium; and Germans and give my
position away, Nobody would cross
a swamp or marsh in that part of the
country unless he was trying to get
awny from somebody, and I realized
my danger but could not get nrotyid It
It wns a common sight in Belgium
to see a sniull donkey and a common
ordinary milch cow hitched together,
Vhen I first obpulling a wagon.
served the unusual combination, I
thought it was a donkey and ox or
bull, but closer Inspection revealed to
me that cows were being used for the
purpose.
From that I was able to observe
there must be very few horses left In
Belgium except those owned by the
Germans. Cows and donkeys are now
horses and mules. Altogether I spent
nearly eight weeks wandering through
Belgium, and in all that time I don't
believe I saw more than half a dozen
horses in the possession of tbe native
population.
One of the scarcest things in Germany, apparently, Is rubber, for 1
noticed that their motor trucks, or lorries, unlike our own, had no rubber
tires. Instead heavy Iron bunds were
off.

W
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"OUTWITTING THE HUN"
By Lieutenant Pat O'Brien
(Copyrlfht, IBIS, by Pit Alvs O'Brien)

warm potatoes ravenously and I drank was so great that I could not identify fields I cume to a road. It wus one of
four
glasses of water, one after an' it. I hud u great fear that before the tuuin roads of Belgium nnd was
GOES
BY HUNGER, O'BRIEN
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION
other. It was the best meal I had had night came It would probably be re paved with cobble stones. On these
since the "hunquet" ill the prison nt moved.
roads you can hear a wugon or horse
BOLDLY TO A BELGIAN HOUSE AND ASKS FOR FOOD.
( ciurtral.
As soon as diirkness fell, however, I about a tulle or two awny. I listened
The woman of the house was proh crawled out of my hiding place and Intently before I moved ahead and
ably seventy-livyears old unci had worked up to the line and got a pair hearing nothing concluded thut the
Synopsis. I'at ii'Iiilc-ii- , n rtslilcnt of Miiiniiici, III., iiftiT seeing
evidently worn wooden shoes nil her of overalls for my Industry. The puir wuy was clenr.
1!)1.
service In iIh Amitrlcnn Flying coips cm it Mexican liorili-As I emerged from the field and got
life, for she had a callous spot on the of overalls wus the first bit of civil
joins t lit- British Itnyal riylng corps In t 'iiiiiulii, unci niter n brief Induside of her foot the size of half a dol ian clothes I hud thus far picked up my first glimpse of the road, I got the
He is assigned to
Riimulrcin in active
ing period Is sent tn I'rniMv.
lar and it looked so hard that I doubt with the exception of a civilian cup shock of my life ! In either direction,
MTtli-i- '
m tlir front.
lint fights with (iiTiiinii
Hi' en mi yes in si'vi-rn- l
whether you coujd have driven a null which I hud found at the prison nnq as far as I could see, the road was
flyers, f rum which In cmcrncs vli'torioiis. Finally, in
light with four
Into it with a hummer!
concealed on my person and which, I lined with Germnn soldiers I What
'"nimii flyers, tiiirieii is shut clown, lie fulls S.IHH) feet anil, escaping
As I sat there drying myself for I still hud. The overalls were rnther they were doing in thut pnrt of
ley ii iiilnicli'. awakes to f i tic himself u prisoner In a (icrmnii
I did not know, but you enn be
was In mi hurrry to leave the first small and very short, but when I put
hospital, wiih ii Inilli't holi In his nioiilli. AftiT ii fiw clays in the
human habitation I had entered in them on I found that thpy hung down mighty sure I didn't spend uny time
( 'oiirtrai.
a
to
ho
is
u
nl
scnl
After
short
hospital
stay
prison camp
four weeks I reflected on my un fur enough to cover my breeches.
trying to find out.
there he Is placeil upon a train bound for u prison camp In (ieniuiny.
Again it wus necessary to change
It wus perhaps three days later that
happy lot and the unknown troubles
Jle decides to lake a ilespeniie chance for liberty. He leaps llnoiil-'l- i
and dangers thut lay ahead of me. I planned to seurch another house for my course and lose a certnln amount
tin open window of liie cur while the train is traveling ,'lf) nilles
Here, for more than a month, I had further clothes.
Entering Belgian of ground, but by this time I had beHis wounds reopened hy the fall, O'lirlen ulinost literally
mi hour.
been lending the life of a hunted houses nt night Is
anything but a sufe come fulrly well reconciled to these
crawls through (lerinnny and I.uxcmhuiirc, traveling nt night imil
hunted proposition, because their families are reverses nnd they did not depress me
animal yes, worse than
sleeping hy day, living on garbage and raw vegetables stolen from
for nature clothes her IesS' large und sometimes us tunny ns seven as much as they did at first.
animal,
gardens.
At this period of my adventure, If a
favored creatures more appropriate'
or eight sleep In a single room. The
ly for the life they lead than I was barn Is usually connected with the day or night passed without its thrill
clothed for mine and there was not house proper, nnd there wus ulwuys I begun to feel utmost dinppolnted,
CHAPTER IX Continued.
tecteel
nun ohservntlon.
If nnvcine the slightest reason to Uope that con the
were
such
disappointments
danger of disturbing some dumb but
had come along I would have heen ditlons would
grow any better.
animal even If the Inmates of the rather rare.
I ran
up the hunk of t lie eniial unite found lying there dead to the world.
One evening as I was about to swim
Perhaps the first warm food I hud house were not aroused.
n ilistiinec and
hen swam tn the opPossihly two hours passed hefore I eaten for over u month had released
a canal about two hundred feet wide,
Frequently I took a chance of I
posite sicle, as I reasoned they would regained consciousness, and then, no unused
suddenly noticed about one hundred
springs of philosophy In me, seurchlng a back yard nt night In the
lint he looking for liie there. I found clouht. only hecause
the rain was us food sometimes does for u man.
of
food scraps, but my yards nway a canal boat moored to
a sheltered eliiinp of hushes that were hen Inn
hope
finding
face.
my
I pointed to my torn and water- success in that direction wns so slight tbe side.
In n swamp near the racial unci in the
I knew that I liucl to
get away, ns soaked clothes and conveyed to them that I soon decided that it wasn't
It wag at a sort of
driest part that I could find I crawled it was hroacl daylight.
Moreover, as best I could that I would be grate worth the risk and I continued to place und I wondered what the canal
In and made myself as eoinfnrtahle
there was a low path right there and fid for an old
suit, but apparently live on raw vegetables thut I could boat had stopped for. I crawled up
OH
The sun eniiie up soon any minute a hunt might come along
possible.
to see. As I neared the boat five men
were too poor to have more than pick with
they
unci kept mo warm, and I planned to and find me.
safety In the fields nnd the
Hut It was equally
needed themselves, und occasional meul that I was nhle to get were leaving it nnd I noticed them
they
actually
no
food
or
food,
there,
(amp right
dangerous for me to attempt to travel I rose to go. I had aroused them out
cross over Into the fields. At a safe
from the Belgian peasants In the
until the Hun Hot tired of searching very far. I'oriunately I found some
of bed and I knew I ought not to keep
distance I followed them and they hnd
fur mi. I think I heard them once shruhhery near hy and I hid there all
them up 'longer than was absolutely
or twice that day, and my heart nearly day, without food or
Nevertheless I wns determined to not gone very fur before I saw whut
'
drink,
were after. They were commitnecessary.
evion
hut
each
get more in the way of clothing und they the common but
stopped
occasion,
That night I made a little headheinous crime of
As I approached the door I got a when
ting
111 some
out
a
cume
to
house
look
I
decided
night
dently they
picked
way, hut when, day broke I had n
was not further dreadful fever anil was delirious. I glance at myself in u mirror. I was thut looked as though It might furnish stenllng potutoes!
other direction and
Without the means to cook them,
awfulesi sight I had laid eyes on! me with what I wanted. It wns a
molest cel.
talked to myself and therehy In- 'the
didn't Interest me a bit and
sturtled
I
potatoes
The
of
got
myself
I
glimpse
I
in
At the sain. time
moonlight night and if could get
figured that it creased my chances of capture. In me
almost as much us if I had seen a the hnrn I would have a fair chance of I thought that the boat Itself would
was tihsolutcly necessary for me to my luelcl Inlervals when I realized
that
dreaded German helmet ! My left eye finding my way around by the moon probably yield me more than the
I had heen
change my course, even at tin exs
talking, the thought sent
the
pense of going somewhat out of my a chill through me, hecuuse In the was Ifairly well healed hy this time light which would enter the windows. wouldpatch. Knowing
In the
time
take
their
to
was
and
probably
sight
regain
beginning
The burn adjoined the main part of
way. I decided to go due west and silent night even the slightest sound
of It, hut
face wus so haggard und the house, hut I groped around very fields, I climbed up the stern of the
I kept in that direction for four days. carries far across
the Belgian country. my beard my
boat
and without any particso long and uukemnt that I
As I was In a very weak condition, I hegiin to fear that another
carefully and soon I touched some ular leisurely
day of looked like Santa Onus on a but!
plans to concent myself. Just as
I did not cover more than live miles a this would ahuut linlsh me.
on a peg.
I didn't
thing
hanging
As they let me out of the door I know what It was, but I confiscated my head appeared above the stern of
I kept away from the roads
night.
I have a distinct recollection of n
to the opposite direction to it nnd curried it out Into the fields. the boat I saw silhouetted against
nil did all my Journeying through
ridiculous conversation I carried on pointed
one I intended taking and started There in the moonlight I examined the sky, the dread outline of a Gerfields, hoot patches, woods, swamps
with an Imaginary I'at O'lirlen n tin
man soldier
helmet and nil !
anywhere provided I was not likely sort of duplicate of myself. I argued on" In the direction I had Indicated. my booty nnd found that it was an old A chill ran spiked
down my spine as I
Later I changed my course completely cout. It was too short for nil over-colo he Keen and captured.
Food was with him as I marched
to the hunk of the canal and
drearily along to throw off any possible pursuit.
mi Important consideration to me, hut and he answered me
and too long for an ordinary dropped
hack In kind,
I was so worn out from coat, but nevertheless I made use of slunk away. Evidently the sentry hud
next
The
It was secondary to concealment.
day
and when we disagreed, I called upon
At last I hroUKlit up at the Meuse
exposure and exhaustion thut I threw It. It hud probably been an overcoat not seen me or, If he hud, he hud probmy one constant
friend, the North
ably figured that I was one of the
river at a place hiivccii Nainur and Slar, to slauil hy inc.
away my coat, thinking that the less for the Belgian who hud worn it.
party, but I realized that it
I had to curry the better It
Burying His Uniform at Night
weight
u
I
Some
Inter
scurf from foraging
(Jot
"There you are, you old North Star,"
days
wouldn't pay In future to tuke anycame
when
but
be
for
would
me,
night
I
a Belglun peasant nnd with this equipI could hear them come
ried aloud. "You want me to get
employed.
for
'grunted.
thing
to Holland, don't you? Hut this I'at I regretted my mlstuke hecuuse the ment I wns nble to conceul my unirumbling along the stone ronds for
I form
now
were
colder.
nights
getting
O'lirlen this I'at O'Brein who calls
entirely.
miles before they reached the spot
CHAPTER X.
Later on, however, I decided thnt It
himself a soldier he's got a yellow thought at first it would he better for
where I happened to be in hilding.
look
me
for
and
to
retrace
my
steps
wus too dangerous to keep the uniform
si real;
North Star and he says It
When I saw these military ronds in
In Belgium.
Experiences
I had so thoughtlessly dis- on
coat
the
anyway and when night cume I
can't he clone! lie wants nie to quit
I think thnt one of the worst things Belgium for the first time, with their
1 decided to go on withlo lie down here for the Huns to carded, but
dug a hole und hurled it.
I had to contend with In my Journey heavy cobblestones thnt looked ns if
out
it.
I never realized until I had to part
Had me and take me hack to t'our-- t
I
through Belgium wus the number of they would lust for centuries,
I then began to discard everything
nil lifter
with it Just how much I thought of small ditches. They intercepted me
all you've
ut once why It wus thut the Ger
done, North
Star? I don't want to follow him I that I had In my pocket, finally throw- thut uniform. It had heen with me at every half mile or so, sometimes mnns had been nble to mnke such a
Just want to follow you hecuuse yon ing my wrist wutch into u canal. A through hard trials and I felt ns if I more frequently. The canals and the rapid advance Into Belgium at tbe
does not add much were abandoning a friend when I
you ure taking me away from the
big rivers I could swim. Of course, I start of the war.
Huns anil this I'at o'lirlen this fel- weight, hut when you plod along und parted with It. 1 was tempted to keep got soaked to the skin every time I
I uotlced that the Belgians used
low who keeps after me all tin time have not eaten for a mouth It finally the wings off the tunic, but thought did it, but I was
becoming hardened dogs to a considerable extent tb pull
The next that would be a dangerous concession
and leans on my neck ami wants me becomes rather lienvy.
to thnt.
their carts, und I thought many times
to lie down this yellow I'at O'Hrela thing I discarded was u pair of flying to sentiment In the event that I was
These little ditches, however, were that If I could have stolen one of
mil
tens.
disever
was
the
wauls me to go hack to the Huns!"
only
euptured. It
too narrow to swim nnd too wide to those dogs It would have been a very
These mittens I had gotten nt Camp tinction I had left, as I had given
After a spell of foolish chatter like
Jump. They had perhaps two feet of good companion for me and might, it
'.ore Ion. in Canada, and hud become
the Royul Flying Corps badges and wuter in them and three feet of mud, the occasion arose, help me out in a
quite famous, as my friends termed he stars of my rank to the German and it was almost
Invariably a case of fight. But I hnd no way of feeding it
In
shoes."
"snow
them
fact, they flying officers as souvenirs, but I felt
along without a word until the fever
Some of them, no and the animal would probably have
wading
through.
u
of
were
hut
ridiculous
mittens,
pair
came on me again.
that It was safer to discard it. As doubt, I could have Jumped if I had starved to death. I could live on vegunci
I
I
ever
had
best
the
reully it finally turned out, through all my been in decent
pair
I knew that I had to have food
shape, but with a bad etables, which I could always depend
felt worse when I lost those mittens subsequent experiences, my escupe ankle and in the
I was ahout on my lust
weukened condition upon finding in toe fields, but a dog
legs. I
could
I
not
think
else.
would never have been Jeopardized in which I wus, It was almost out of couldn't, and so I gave up the Idea.
was very much tempted to He down than anything
I
so
ever
of
else
using them,
anybody
had I kept my uniform but, of course, the question.
then and there an' call It u heat
a hole In the mud and buried I hud no iden what was in store for
Things seemed to he getting worse fori dug
One night I came to a ditch ahout
me the further I went, and all the them and could not help but laugh me.
In Belgium, after weeks of
eight or nine feet wide. I thought I
There was one thing which surprised wus strong enough to Jump it and it
time
had hefore me the spectre of at the thought if my friends could see
hardships and narrow estapes
that electric harrier lietweon lielgiuiu me burying my mittens, hecause they me very much as I Journeyed through was worth trying ns the discomfort I
from recapture, O'Brien finally
and Holland, even If I ever reached were n standing Joke in Canada, Eng- Belgium nnd that was the scarcity of suffered after
finds a man 'whom he believes
wading these ditches
France.
land
and
of
most
hud
them
dogs. Apparently
"I Kept
wns considerable. Taking a long run,
to be his friend. Cheered by
Pulling and Crawling Up there alive. What was the ijko of
I had on two shirts and as
were
they
Germans
the
what
been
and
taken by
further suffering when I would proh-ahlI Jumped as hard as I could, but I
That infernal Bank.
the prospect of final escape, he
me
wet
and
both
didn't
of
nre
keep
beasts
burden who
are left are
he captured in the end anvwav? always
missed it by four or five Inches and
gaing courage to continue his
Hefore giving up, however, 1 decided warm, It was useless to wear both. too tired ut night to bark or bother landed In about two feet of water and
liny, and it was here thai I came near- tramp through
heartbreaking
a
I
was
hud
shirt
One
these
of
that
est of nil to giving up the sn uggle. upon one hold move. I would
This was a mighty good three of mud. Getting out of that
Intruders.
e
Don't miss the next
Belgium.
Mouse at this point Is id. out pronch one of the houses in the
bought in France, the other un Amerthing for me, for I would certainly mess was quite a Job. The water was
Installment.
a mile wide
ns wide as lhe Hud- - elnlty and get food there or die tn ican army shirt.
They were both have stirred them up in passing too
dirty and too scanty to enable me
s
l.lnikl und one as apt to give me away through
son IJiver at West I'oiui. Had I heen the effort.
as I sometimes to wash
off the mud with which I was
so I discarded the French did when I was making a short cut.
in iioitnal eonclitioii I wouldn't haw
I
picked out a small house hecause lis the other,
covered and it was too wet to scrape
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
The American army shirt I
hesitated a moment to swim across.
One night as I came out of a yard
figured there would he less likeli- shirt.
me
to
Kali Diego hay, ('iillTornia. Is a mile hood of soldiers
England and It wns so pitch dark that I could not
helng billeted there. brought back with
mid u half wide, and I had often swain
see ten feet tiheiid of me and I was DO NOT APPEAL TO VISITOR PEANUT PUT TO MANY USES
Then I wrapped n stone In my khaki it is still In my possession.
across ami hac k, and the San Jaoqulii, handkerchief as a sort of cnmcui tinged
When I escaped from the train I still right in tbe back of a little village,
wnicn is also a mile unci it nan wine. weapon, determined to kill the occu. had the Bavarian cup of bright red In
Writer Frankly Expresses Feeling of Nutritious Oil and Palatable Butter
lead iieer proven an obstacle to me. pm ,,f ,m house, German or
v
sr1- t"V'xi'wva,-Derived From the Humble "GoobBelgian, my pocket and wore It for many
Disappointment at Sight of BuildIn the wretched shape ill which
if Unit step was Ueeessary in order nights, but I took greut care that no
ij
er," Beloved of Childhood.
ings Within Kremlin Walla.
tlieu was, however, the Mouse looked to get food, I tried the well in the one saw It. It also hud proven very
like the Ailanlic ocean to inc. I yard, hut It would not work, unci then useful when swimming rivers, for I
To me none of the ten churches with
The pennit Isn't a nut at all, but
carried my map and a few other belooked for a boat, hut could find none, i went up to the door and knocked.
in the Kremlin walls Is impressive. a member of the pea, bean and clover
I Hied to gel a piece of wood Upon
It wns 1 o'clock in the morning. An longings In it und I had fully made
Ivan Veliki towers the highest but It family. It Is a legume and gathers
which 1 hoped lo ferry across, hut I old lady came to the window and up my mind to bring It home as a
Is far from imposing, writes Maynard nitrogen from the air. Peanuts do not
went
I
the
Hut
was equally unsuccessful.
farther
souvenir.
looked out.
She could not Imagine
Owen Williams In the Christian Her- grow from roots, but on shoots which
Get across I must, and I decided what I was, probably, been use Iwas the heavier my extra clothing became,
ald. From one side It resembles a tow- grow out from the plant above ground,
even
to
was
I
discard
do
so
swim.
to
to
was
hut
there
compelled
still attired in that old overcoat. She
nothing
er rather than a church, yet It has no bear a little sterile yellow blossom afld
a
It
I
be
would
knew
It was then about , o'clock In the gave n cry and her husband and
the cup.
that
such quiet dignity as one finds in the then shoot directly Into the ground,
I
I
It
soon
If
tell tale murk
waded in and was
simply threw
morning.
Kutah Minor, near Delhi, or the tow where they "peg," that Is, where peahoy came to the door.
a
so
one
In beyond my dcpih and had to swim.
night after swimming
They could not speak Kngllsh and I away,
ering dome of St. Sophia with Its nuts begin to grow on them. The peaon
In
I
I
a
the soft mud
was very could not speak Flemish, but I pointed river, dug hole
After about an hour of it
flanking needle minarets. The other nuts are pulled from tbe vines or roots,
and I doubted to my Hying coat and then to the sky the bnnk and buried It, too, with conmuch exhausted,
cathedrals are dropped around with and the roots are then plowed back
whether I could make the opposite and said "Kleger" (flier), which I siderably less ceremony than my flycareless abandon and a nice disregard Into the ground to allow the nitrogen
hank, although it was not more than thought would tell them what I was. ing mittens had received perhaps; so
for the cost of gold leaf, but none of to feed the soil. The peanuts are then
Whether they understood or were Mint was the end of my Bavarian hat
them dominates a - vlsta, or gathers taken to peanut factories. In these
thirty or forty feet away. I choked
the
at
and guspeel, and my arms and legs intimidated hy the
My
Belgian's
Itself the other masses In pleas- buildings the peanuts are cleaned and
experience
about
apwere completely fagged out. I sank a pearance, I don't know, but certainly bouse whetted my appetite for more
ing array. Tbe Kremlin is a mighty sorted. The largest are saved and put
little and tried to touch bottom with it would have to be a brave old. man food and I figured that what had been
whole, composed of many unlmposlng. through a rambler, which polishes the
jny feet, hut the water was still be- and boy who would start an argument done once could be done again. Diagram Showing How O'Brien Lost parts. Its long red walls and splendid shells. These are sold tn the shells.
Rivwith such a villainous looking char- Sooner or later, I realized I would
yond my depth.
Precious Hours by Swimming
gates produce an effect of simple Other first grades are shelled and sold
There are times when everyone will acter as stood before them that night
probably approach a Belgian and find
er and Later Finding That He Was strength which cannot be found within for salting; and one big packing compray, and I was no exception. I I had not shaved for a month, my a German Instead, but In such a conon the Wrong Side and Had to Swim their portals.
pany buys only first grades for peanut
The Interiors are as disappointing butter.
prayed for strength to make those clothes were wet, torn and dirty, my tingency I was determined to measBack.
few wicked yards, and then, with all leggings were gone they had gotten ure my strength against tbe Hun's if
as are the groups of domes which disIf the peanuts are pulled roots and
I crawled tinguish the exteriors.' None Is large, all, the peanuts are dried out by stackalthough I did not know
Ibe will power I could summon, struck so heavy I had to discard them my necessary to effect my escape.
Aa it was, however, most of the Bel- along fearing I might come to a cross- none Is truly Intimate. The effect Is of ing on poles, then pulled off and sold.
cut for dear life.
It seemed a life- hair was matted and my cheeks were
time before I finally felt the welcome flushed with fever. In my hand I gians to whom I applied for food gave roads at which there would la all surplus gilt and multiplicity of saints Broken peanuts are pressed and the oil
German sentry.
mud if bottom and was able to drag carried the rock In my handkerchief It to me readily enough, and If some probability be
which remind one of the gopurams of extracted. Much of this oil Is sold as
My precaution served me In good India. Spindle-shanke-d
saints, whose "pure olive oil." In fact. It Is quite
myself op to the bank, but I got there. and I made no effort to conceal Its of them refused me It was only because they feared I might be a spy stead for had I come out In the main emaciated figures seem too weak to as rich and nutritious as olive oIL The
The bank was rather high and I was presence or Its mission.
shaking so violently that when I took
Anyway, they motioned me Indoors, or that the Germans would shoot them street of the Tillage and within twenty support their gilt haloes, alternate refuse Is pressed into cakes and sold
as oil cakes for feeding stock snd
hold of the grass to pull myself up, gave me my first hot meal In more If "their action were subsequently feet of me, sitting on some bricks with knights In armor.
where they were building Uttla store,
the grass shook out of my hands. I than a month ! True, It consisted only found out
especially dairy cows. St Nicholas.
Gercould not retain ray grip. I was afraid of warm potatoes. They had been
About the fifth gay after I had en- f could sea the dim outline of
Bad Language Astonished Horse.
I
1 would faint then and there, but t
Strive to Keep Soul Youthful
A horse's surprise was recounted In
previously cooked, but the old woman tered Belgium I was spending the day man spiked helmet
My body's old, but that's not my
kept palling and crawling frantically warmed them up in milk in one of tbe aa usual In a clump of bushes when I - I could not cross the street and the court the other day when a gamekeepOP that Infernal bank and finally dirtiest kettles I had ever seen. I discerned In the distance what ap- only thing to do was to back track. er was fined k dollar at Thaxted, Es- fault Tm not to blame for an old
made It.
asked for bread, but she shook her peared to be something hanging on a It meant making a long detour and sex, England, for using bad language. body, but I would be to blame for an
'
Then for the first time In my life I head, although I think It nfust have line. All day long I strained my eyes losing two hours of precious time and A woman who preferred the charge old soul. An old soul Is a shameful
fainted fainted from utter exhaus- been for lack of It rather than be- trying to decide what it could be and effort, but there was ns help for It, said that a horse near her cottage thing. Margaret Deland.
cause she begiwdged It to me For arguing with myself that It might be so I plodded wearily back, cursing "laid back Its ears and turned Its eyes
tion.
toward the
A new
In great astonishment
apparatus heats
It waa now about 4 o'clock In the if ever a man showed he was flmlshed, something that I could add to my in- tbe Huns at every step.
and lights the room at the same tiate.
Tbe next night while crossing some swearing gamekeeper."
morning and I was entirely unpro- - I did that night. I swallowed those adequate word robe, but the diatanct
e
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HIGHWAYS

TO

HELP US WIN

No More Important Factor In Winning
War Than Good Roads Interest
8hown In Southwest

It would be a difficult matter to estimate the advantages of state and InPublic highways
terstate highways.
are now being located and built In
most states of the Southwest and the
Interest these have contributed to good
roads Is of Immense benefit to local
communities, counties and states.' The
highways, It is understood, will connect
states, counties In states and form a
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ROAD

Good Road In Southwest

mutual link of communication that will
redound to great commercial und social benefits.
The Southwest should be a country
of ronds. Its vast resources of crops,
live stock, timber, petroleum, coal and
other necessities for winning the war
should be placed at the disposition of
the people. With the interest That Is
now being manifested it would seem
that road building will proceed as fast
as mnterinls and men can be had.
It Is hoped that every community tn
the Southwest will take an interest In
road improvement and lend assistance.
There Is no more Important factor In
winning the war than good roads.
Farm and Ranch.
HIGHWAY BUILDING

FOR WAR

Roads Back of English Army Built and
Cared for Under Direction of
General Maybury.
The ronds back of the English army
are being built and cured for under
the direction of Gen. H: P. Maybury,

who wns one of the English county engineers and was ufterwurd one of the
engineers on the roud bourd in England.
Hack of one of the British armies
a lieutenant colonel, one of General
has had
subordinates,
Maybury's
charge of the roads for two years, and
has had from 1,000 to 12,000 men workTwenty-fiving on them constantly.
or SO per cent of these have been German prisoners.
In order to keep the roads merely
passable they have hud to use up to
2,000 tons of material a day. Broken
stone opsts $7.50 a ton. It isn't a question of cost, however ; it Is a question
of keeping the traffic going,
e

DAY OF

TOLL ROADS PASSING

Road Taken
Old
Over by State of Pennsylvania-J- oy
for Drivers.

The day of the toll is rapidly pass
ing, a recent proof of which has ap-- 1
peured In the tuklng over of the old
road by the state
of Pennsylvania.
Through this state
action a number of toil gates have
automatically disappeared, greatly to
the Joy of all drivers using this sec-- I
tlon of the highway. As early as 1093,
the colonial inhabitants living along
this route, appealed to the governor for
a good road to Philadelphia, and secured the building of a log and plank
highway, which was regarded by them
as a wonderful specimen of Improved
roud. This section of road Is now a
part of the Lincoln highway.
UNITED

STATES ROAD RULES

Motorist Must Take Outside In Passing Team on Mountain Road
With 8teep Grade.
The government's rules for motorists covering the roads In the national
parks require that In passing a team
on a mountain road with a steep grade
to one side, tbe motorist always takes
the outside of the road, whether It be
to the left or right This is the rule
of safety and courtesy on all little
traveled mountain roads. Milestones.
Roads During War Time.
Despite the war there should be no
letup in the construction and maintenance of our highways, for today they
are more necessary than ever before.
' Loss of Labor and Money.
Not to have good roads will mean a
waste In crops, loss of time in hauling
produce, and In general a loss of labor
and money.

Little Trouble With Sorghums.
The sorghums are comparatively
tree from diseases and Insect enemies.

Per Growth and Egg.
About seven months are required
for a chicken to grow to maturity. During that period of growth its feed goes
to the making of bone, flesh, feathers.
When It becomes mature its feed goes
to the making of eggs and tbe hen com'
mences to lay.
.

Undesirable for Hatching.
If eggs Intended for hatching are so
badly soiled that the pooltrymaa la
disposed to wash them, this apparent
necessity should bar them as desirable
batching

'

PASSING OF THE
CRIPPLE

to have all maimed persons so restored
tb usefulness as to do away with the
stigma of disability; The
"cripple" Is to pass away. He Is to be
rendered capable of doing, not a cripple's job, but a man's job ; and his
ability to do It Is' to be an every-dacommonplace fact. If only people at
large will realize thut this can be, ac
cept it as a right, und regard it as a
duty so to accept It, the miracle will
take place as surely as that the green
earth will be restored In spring.
The soldier has a better starting-poin-t
than the average civilian, because
be Is not ashamed of Ids Incomplete
body. He Is proud of It I It has placed
him on the roll of honor, as one hurt
In the world's defense. We all know
with what gentle and noble pride the
old Q. A. It. man carries his empty
sleeve. So now, in a far greater de-- 1
gree, we shall have an army of men
whose Injuries are their pride and
glory, If only they can have at the
same time the bodily power to move
and to work thut sustains the life of
the soul.
Employment for All.
They can have It freely. The government will take care of this, if the
people will understand, nnd nvuil themselves of what Is offered them. Alrendy
in France hundreds of men are working skillfully in fields, shops nnd factories with new and better appliances
than were ever known before. The skill
and toil of surgeons and inventors have
been earnestly and tenderly applied to
the deep need of this noble, army of
sacrifice, and with greater results than
we could have believed possible.
It Is wonderful to see what these
Frenchmen, with their high spirits and
fine responsive natures, are able to
do ! Their smiling fnces and keen activity show their sane and cheerful out
look upon the future. They are men,
not cripples. The amazing contrivances
thut help them, particularly the me- chanical arms and hands, are not beau-- :
tiful, but they have the attractiveness
of adaptability. They are creators. Out
the creative energy of a mnn's soul
they come, bringing crentlve energy to
another mnn's body, and thence also to
his soul. They are truly a mighty ex- tension of his power beyond the limits
Imposed by nature and by calamity.
From the soldiers this stream of
beneficent energy will extend to others,
and In time we shall see on the streets
no more crippled beggars, and In homes
no more helpless wretches, waited on
hnnd and foot by tired relatives nnd
friends. Men and women we shall have,
doing the work of men and women all
the more bravely for the hundlcap that
roused their energies, and made them
lay hold eagerly upon the means of
restoration. They will have preserved
to them one of the most precious gifts
of life personal Independence. Is not
this a gleam of light In the durkness?

mriovED umroiN

MARION COUTHOUY SMITH
Of Th VlgUant.t

Through Uie dark clouds which have
gathered over the whole world we nee
at times a sudden gleam of light, like

LESSON

a passing glimpse of the clear blue beyond. It Is a flash of prophecy, a brief
vision of the renewed and purified

world which should follow upon the
tragic days of the great conflict. In
the coming time we trust that there
will be not only a spiritual uplifting,
but a certain spirituulizing of material
things a beneficent use of agencies
that have hitherto been selfishly or
narrowly applied. From the- great
stimulus of danger and sacrifice, and
the nearness of sorrow and death, we
shall gain a keener and clearer understanding. Old" things will puss awuy.
To believe this Is a part of the intense
faith and hope that we need to sustain
us through the stress of the dark hour.
Mechanical power takes its character
from the spirit thut uses It. All ma- -.
chlnery Is but an Immense extension
of the hands and of the soul of tnun.
As the power within him is, so is the
power with which he reaches out
through the universe, for deutb and de
struction, or for life and renewal. The
Germans are using mechanical power
malevolently and diabolically, accord
Ing to their natures. But In right
human hands, It Is, and will be In the
future to a still greater extent, a strong
agency In the restoration of the world.
No More Unless Cripples.
We have here to consider It ns applied by surgeons to the rebuilding of
broken bodies, and so directly as a
sustaining power to the souls of men.
Hitherto in most cases a mulined man
has been a broken man. With the conviction that he Is practfcally useless,
and with that strange false shame that
makes him feel his disability as a disgrace, merely because It Is conspicuous, most crippled men have been literally down und out. If poor, they have
become beggars; If rich, they have
dragged out a weary and sorrowful existence, with the loss of hope that
comes from makeshift occupations and
from the sense of helplessness. To this
condition, of course, there have been
shining exceptions men who have
fought their disabilities valiantly, and
whose courage and enterprise have
won for them high places, even In the
Industrial world.
But hitherto these men have been regarded as exceptional. The aim now is
-

Rev. V. li. F1TZWATEK,
D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
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Some are always finding fault with
nature for having put thorns on roat-iI always thank her for putting roses

LESSON FOR SEPTEMBER 8
CONQUERING

LESSON TEXTS
5:6-2-

I Kings

two tnhlespoonfuls of peanut butter,
one cream cheese und If too dry add a
little cream, stuff the prunes. Serve
on lettuce with French dressing.

.

EVIU

on thorns.

(May be used with temperance

applies-tlon.-

21:1-2-

Ephe-slan-

HOUSEHOLD

)

HELPS.

To enrich the mind, and purify the

MALLE8T bits of a
heart, to keep the tongue still and the
arms active, to eat slowly and sleep
candle may be used,
quietly, this is true philosophy.
tied in a cloth for a
flat iron smoother.
VICTORY MEALS.
Use a crochet hook
N CORNMEAL
to catch
muRh
up the
we hnve n homely
threads in a run In a
silk stocking; It is
dish ; hut one thut is
much more satisfacvery wholesome. As
n breakfast
cereal
tory thnn drawing.
A piece of scour
served with cream,
milk or butter, It Is
ing soap put through the meat grinder
will sharpen the knives.
n most nourishing
Mend u torn .hairnet with a hnlr
Cooked
In
dish.
CowwuiwmIB'Si
from your own head.
skhninod milk InWhen using bacon to senson vegetastead of water It is
bles, like strong beans, enhbnge or more highly nutritious, making the
greens, put the bacon through the mush almost double In food value.
ment grinder; it will go further In seaIndian Pudding. Cook one quart of
milk In ti double holler 20 minutes,
soning and suve on the amount of
with
of n cupful of
Taste a piece of velvet or felt in the
; add
of n tenspoonbottom of the heel of each shoo, or If ful of ginger nnd
of n cupthe buck of the heel wears out first, ful of molasses, l'our Into a buttered
put a piece of velvet there. It will pudding dish nnd bake two hours in
suve wear.
slow oven or four hours in n tireOld stockings make fine braided borless cooker. Serve with thin cream
ders for rug rugs.
or top milk.
Make over the worn tablecloths Into
Common!
mush combined
with
smaller lunch cloths, napkins or trny chopped ment. seasonings of various
cloths. The thinnest portions should be kinds, such us fried onion, n cupful of
put Into the emergency cupboard to be tonintoes, or chopped green pepper,
used In case of wounds.
linked ns one does nny escnlloped dish,
Keep the heels of the shoes strtiVht ; makes a most satisfying mnlu dish.
this will save rubbers and backaches. tuner vegetables, bit of left overs,
Rubbers worn over turned over shoe tuny he added, changing the flavor und
heels will wear out often in one wulk-In- giving variety to the dish.
Spoon Bread. Tuke two cupfuls of
trip: A heel too high or worn un
evenly will throw the body out of bul water, one cupful of milk, one cupful
of cornmenl, one tnblespoonful of fnt,
unce, cuuslng many Ills.
To make two pounds of butter out two eggs, nnd two teuspoonfuls of
of one pound soften It and mix with suit. Cook the cornmenl nnd water
n pint of new milk; add suit, and be together five minutes. Heat eggs nnd
sure it is curefully mixed. The butter ndd with the other Ingredients. Bent
will be lighter In color, not so solid, well und bake in n
dish
for 2f minutes In n hot oven. Serve
but will save on the butter bill.
Paint the Inside of the garbage cirri from the Imklng dish.
Corn
with two couts of pulnt before using.
Dodgers. These are fine.
It will not rust and Insts much longer. served with n must nnd gravy, to be
Alum melted in an Iron spoon eaten with the ment and vegetables,
manes a fine mender for glass or Tnke two cupfuls of cornmeul, one
china. Hot water, will not dissolve It. tenspoonful of snlt, two teuspoonfuls
s
When roasting a chicken, place it in of fnt, one and
cupfuls
the rousting pun, breast side down. of boiling wnter. Tour the boiling wa
then baste frequently. The Juice will ter over the other Ingredients, bent
run down Into the breast and make It thoroughly arid cool. Form Into cukes
nnd bnke In n hot oven 30 minutes.
of better flavor.
Be cnreful of your enn tops. Do not This recipe makes 14 biscuits.
The cornmeul ground at home, usbend the edges by putting u knife un
der them to remove the tops. To loos- - ing the whole kernel, Is ns much su
en the tops, turn upside down In hot perior to tne orulnnry cornmenl us
Housefresh foods are to canned.
water.
wives are beginning to realize thnt n
And since we've thought about It,
hnnd mill, costing nbout $.1, is a good
We mean to have a care.
investment. One may raise her own
And always In our pleaBant things,
corn, nnd with a mill be perfectly InLet others have a share.
dependent.

g

GOLDEN TEXT Have no fellowship
with the unfruitful works of Harknew,
but rather reprove them. Epheslana 6:11.
DEVOTIONAL READING Homans 12:
21 to 13:10.
ADDITIONAL
FOR
MATERIAL
TEACHERS Deuteronomy 9:18; Pan Inn
19:41-4W:16; Luke 4:1-1Romans 7:14; S:
14; II Timothy 4:2.

j

The robbery and murder of Nnboth

Is one of the darkest of huinnn deeds.
Failure to recognize the righteousness
of Nuboth's position, und to muster his
own personal selfish desires, resulted
in this (lurk deed.
I. A Notable Example of the Triumph of Evil (I Kings 21:1-20-

1. Ahnb's covetousness
(vv.
Near the king's ptiluce lay a plot of
ground belonging to u simple fanner
which Ahub selfishly longer for. Nnboth, loyal to the law of God and exer
cising his personal rights, refused to
purt with It, though the king offered
him what it was worth, or even a better one in exchange. With Nnboth It
was not a matter of money value, but
of loyalty to God and Ills fathers.
It
doubtless would have been gain to him
to have complied with Allah's desire,
for he offered Its worth In money, or a
better one In exchange. Nuhoth put
principle before worldly gain, or even
a reputation with the king. Aliuh
stead of conquering Ills selfishness
sulkily refused to eat.
2. Jezebel's wicked plot (vv.
When she found Ahub pouting she
took matters Into her own hands. (1)
She taunted Ahub (v. 7). A weak man
cunnot stand to be taunted, especially
by a woman.
(2) A mock trial given
The charge made against
(vv.
Naboth was fulse. They played the
hypocrite. Ills death was secured under the pretense of Justice. Jezebel
desired Nnboth out of the way, so she
secured fulse witnesses against him.
(3) He was stoned to death (v. 13).
(4) Jezebel informs Ahub of Nuboth's
deuth, and Instructs him to tuke possession of the vineyard (vv.
3. The doom announced (vv.
(1) By whom Elijnh (vv. 17, 18).
At the command of the Lord, Elijah,
who had fled from Jezebel, goes to
pray, as the French, the English nnd meet the king as he entered upon the
the Germans think nnd pray while possession of Nuboth's vineyard. He
their song of hope is being sounded?
went to tuke possession but could not.
"The
Bunner" Is our God always finds a man to bring to the
battle-song- .
It goes Into the thick of sinner the fruit of his wrongdoing.
the fight with our flng and our boys. (2) What it was (vv.
(a) A
It emphasizes our hopes, our aims, our shunieful death (v. 19). The dogs
longings ; nnd of what are we thinking were to lick his blood In the place
we who stay at home while Its where they licked the blood of
By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
strains are falling upon our ears? Are
There Is a retributive justice In
The
Of
YtgUantml
the judgments which God metes out to
we, so to speak, playing the gnme?
SUMMER SALADS.
sinners. "Whatsoever a man soweth,
Should Offer a Prayer.
He thnt tllleth tils land shall he satshouldn't we, one and all, great that shall he also reap" (Gal. 0:7).
Why
isfied with bread; but he that followeih
What is in the mind of the Ameri- and
ELIJIOUS snlnd Is nl- think alike for as long as Jezebel was to share a like fate. The
vain persons Is void of understanding.
small,
can citizen while "The
Prov.
five minutes In each day? Let there sinner should be nssured that his sin
ways welcome at uny
Banner" is being played?
be but one thought, one prayer, while will find him out. (b) Obliteration of
meal, ut any time of
Of what are we thinking?
DELECTABLE DINNERS.
the hymn is ringing. From one end posterity (vv. 21, 22). It was best
'"iiy.
Are we thinking of the flng and all of this
Raisin
and
of
a
that
mun
the
children
should
such
to
land
the
Apple
great
other
this
let
' that it stands
RHNCII
nnd Itnlinn
for, or are our minds be the beginning of our
Salad.
Wash and
prayer the In-- 1 be cut off so that there might be an
cooks know how to
otherwise engaged?
stunt the band strikes up "The Star- - end to such n wicked dynnsty. It
one cupful of
dry
senson ; their dishes
Of course, it is reasonably certain
would seem that the world bus now
seeded rnlslns, ndd
Banner"!
will be palatable nnd
that we are thinking of something, Spangled
ot
"God be with our flng and our sol- come to such a state as this. The dycupful
but
the
hot have our thoughts the slightest diers and our arms
plentiful,
two
mon
Is
for
the
which
wherever
Juice,
responsible
they may nasty
cost will be very low.
connection with the message our flag me !"
blood and sorrow of the world- at this
of
apples,
cupfuls
The UHisicnl names
is carrying to the enemy?
And let this be the end of our de- time would better end ond Its posterone cupful of mayonnaise. Line a bowl
We obediently arise with the first vout, intensified
given some of our
rnlsnnd
be
obliterated
from
the
earth.
the
as
with
the last ity
npples
lettuce, pile
prayer
homely dishes surely
sonorous note of the anthem and we note dies
4. Ahnb's repentance (vv.
Cofwmimow
lns In the center, cover with the mayS
away:
do make them taste
remain standing till the end. We have
"God give us Victory!"
cheese
neiifrhntel
with
his
humiliation he gnlned onnaise. Serve
Through
better. Our old fash
learned, or we are learning, to "face
Not perfunctorily, not ns a matter a respite from judgment. God allowed bnlls and gnrnlsh with tart red Jelly. ioned cornmeul mush
they cnll "polen. the music" more or less at attention, of
duty, but with our hearts in it, our him to go for awhile before' he permitBanana and Apple Salad. Line a ta." Could it possibly tnste ns common
and we are developing the conviction nerves
A
him.
to
full upon
our eyes glowing with ted the judgment
bowl with lettuce. Slice three bananas ns mush? Then on
Friday they serve
that It Is an offense to chatter while the fireaquiver,
of enthusiasm.
few years later he was sluln In the ami four tipples, mix nnd put on let- bnccnln, which Is Just
our ordinary
the strains of our war song, perhaps
Ramoth-GlleaOne thought, one prayer In a hun battle of
f
(chapter tuce. Mix
cupful of peanut codfish, but it Is so disguised that Its
our death song, fill our ears. But are dred million
minds!
22:37).
of n cupful of friends find It hard to
butter with
we thinking of "The
recognize It.
II. How to Overcome Evil (Kph. French dressing nnd pour over the
Every heart full, every mind Intent
Baecala.
Freshen a pound nnd a
Banner"?
os we face the enemy! For,
nil, 11 :18).
after,
salad,
hnlf of codfish, If snlty, by souking over
Or are we silently urging the mu this
banner of ours is
1. By separntlon from It (v. 11). The
cut In four pieces nnd fry ten
Roquefort Dressing. Mnsh eight
sicians to hurry up and be done with facing the foe in a
f
and only way tb overcome evil Is to refuse tnhlespoonfuls of roquefort with one night,
land,
minutes in olive oil. For the snuce
It so that we may resume an 'inter- there Is no other direction in which
to
from
with
withdraw
It,
of
fellowship
mustnrd, snlt, pepper add n llltle olive nil to a saucepan,
tenspoonful
Are we! Imparupted occupation?
e may look.
It. Lot, who had entered Into fellow- and
to taste, ndil
one clove of garlic, one chopped onion,
tiently waiting to take up a broken
Our men go with the banner to tne ship with the Sodomites, was overtakes of a paprika of olive oil,
stirring nil the one sliced green popper, one buy ienf,
cupful
conversation ; a game of bridge ; the music of guns; we stand at home and with
who
whs
but
a
Abraham,
of
disaster;
when smooth ndd
two cloves; cook five minutes then
telling of a story; the reading of a face, not the guns, but a group of fid- separated from It, was able to deliver time, of chili sauce, a
tnblespoonful of ndd n small piece of butter, a half a
cupful
newspaper; the liberal art of criti- dlers ! Our thoughts, our prayers, nev- him,
vinegar or lemon juice, a tenspoonful pint of tomatoes, salt and pepper. I'ut
cizing the war department, the navy ertheless should be the same as theirs.
2. By reproof (v. 11).
It Is not of tnble sauce. Serve on head let- In the fish and cover closely, let simor the administration; or, what is in- Our silent prayer, however brief,
enough to merely refrain from prac- tuce.
mer two hours, adding water If the
finitely more Incompatible, exploiting should be for Victory. Let us always ticing evil. No fietltrul position is posString Bean Salad. Take one quart moisture dries out. Serve with hot
the hateful efficiency of the foe?
utter It, one and all, while "The
sible. There must he victory over it ; of cold, cooked string henns. Add two cornmenl mush .
Banner."
The
Bnnner" Is being played.
It must be defeated. Antagonism of tnhlespoonfuls of olive oil to two tnRoQuone. Few people like kidneys,
We sit In public places, and we
"God give us Victory !"
evil Is necessnry.
the
hlespoonfuls of chopped onion, let for they nre so often poorly prepared.
arise because we are in pbblic places.
3. By watchfulness (v. 14).
stand for two hours; ndd n hnlf
Split nnd cut away all the white In
. We suspend for the moment our physof snlt, n dash of pepper nnd veal or beef kidney; cut the kidney In
ON AMERICAN TOLERANCE
Living In the light of Christ is necical Interests and- we look about us
'
essary in order to overcome evil. De- paprika and a tnblespoonful of vine- cubes nnd drop Into boiling wnter one
to see If other people are doing the
Line a nowl witn lettuce, put in minute. As it turns white, drain nnd
By CLINTON SCOLLARD,
ception Is on every hnnd.
same? .Some of us get up grudgingly
4. By a circumspect walk (vv. 15, jjnr.
of the
tne neans ana onion unu pour over me plnce in n frying pnn nnd cook in olive
nnd stand as we happen to have been Too long have we Vigilantes.
been lax and lenient; 16).
oil fifteen minutes. Then put Into a
dressing.
We- have been patient,
sitting, with our backs to the music;
Pitfalls are all about us. To walk
though we
Marquise Salad. vi'ash nnd peel casserole In which Is a snuce like the
knew that we
some of us go on knitting; others of
without looking about us Is most fool- two firm tomatoes, cut In halves and one used for luiccnln with the addition
us continue to keep our hands In our Hjirbored the venomous viper. Treachish, because the evil one Is on the place on lettuce. Chop half a cupful of more gnrllc. Cook slowly for rcv-erery.
In
our
our
and
mouths
;
cigars
pockets
Ready to strut with foul and fell In- alert, doing his best to cause us to each of onion and parsley, add two tnhours. Serve with rice or polenIs
tent.
more
re
think
others
that nothing
stumble.
hlespoonfuls of olive oil and let stand ta.
now the day of tolerance Is spent:
quired of them than the lowering of But
5.
sober
life
a
tomnto
18).
On
each
of
(v.
By
two
hours.
Let us have done with sleek hypocrisy.
Tnke a pound of thin
piece
Braclola.
the voice to an undertone; others con6. By being filled with the Holy heap a tahlespoonful of the onion nnd round stenk. mash 1t out flat to a wafeWith those who strive to work Insidisider a bland expression of resignaously!
dressover
18).
French
r-like
then
Spirit (v.
pour
parsley,
thickness, cut Into four strips,
tion to be efficient ; and some fall Into Be there at last soma stern arbitrament!
Those who would overcome evil ing. Serve very cold.
a few Ihclies wide, and salt and pepper
an attitude of tolerant submlsslveness. Kulturs apostles, you who are
from
must
abstain
Intoxicating liquors
Potato and Celery Salad. Take one freely.' Chop fine one clove of gnrllc.
arrayed
There is little or no evidence of exWith the blasphemous Beast who
drew and all the influences of the world quart of boiled, diced potatoes, one one small onion, a little
parsley, with
altation, no sign of an Inward, thrill, And the sword.
excite.
which
unduly
some savory dressing. Spread the
slew the Innocent the while ha
cupful of finely diced celery, one-hano suggestion of a profound emotion.
Spirit-fillewis
the
believer
The
has
prayed.
cupful of chopped onion, two
seasoning along the middle of each
' The beautiful. Inspiring concentration
Should on your heads there fall some dom and power to overcome,
of chopped parsley, a cupful strip. Roll and tie with thread and
of thought that attends the "Marseiljust reward.
of boiled dressing. Add a hard cooked brown In a little fat, cook slowly thirTours Is the blame who fatuously have
senlaise" la lacking; the
Needed.
egg, chopping the white fine and rub- ty minutes.
mads
sation that glorifies "Rule Britannia"
There Is always the
Tour tongue abhorrent and your race
Seasoned Veal (Scaloplne) Cook
bing the yolk through a sieve.
Is absent; even the fervor of the TeuImaDnorrea:
needed to correct errors of the
Little green onions sliced In cream thin slice of veal, pounded thin. In
ton as symbolized In guttural acclaim
agination or of the will; and, at the with salt, pepper and a dash of vine- olive oil, season with salt and pepper;
In Service Early.
Is sadly wanting. We, the moat lmag-same time, at no period of life are we gar, make a tasty salad to serve with when nearly done add a tnblespoonful
On
In
Informed
most
alert
of
the
the
the
being
arrival of incapable of the inspirations of de- bread and butter.
InatJve,
people
of vinegar. Serve hot
the first baby brother- - In a family of voted love, though, as we advance In
world, are totally devoid of ImaginaPrune 8alad. Wash and soak over
three lovely little girls, Eleanor said;
tion during the rendition of our
and moral effort, we be- night twenty large prunes. In morning
.
"Oh, daddy, now we must buy a serv-lo- e come the more fitted to receive the cook
gently and remove the pita. Mix
I"
even
not
or
we
should
think,
flag
Why
higher gifts of grace. The supernatural
power of conformity with the
will of God, In the love and obedience
Beth Inventions of Americans.
Exposition In 1926.
x
"But how do you like Ufe In the of Jesus Christ, finds Its true support
Plans are under way for holding. In
There Is an English proverb which
In moral virtue. T. T. Carter.,
trenches?"
commends as a cure "a hair of the dog Philadelphia, In 1926, an International
THAT POT OF BEANS
that bit you." And It Is an Interesting exposition to be designated as the
"Oh, not so badl Gee! Ton ought
to have seen those beans."
Inspirations From the Bible.
fact though hardly a coincidence. If
exposition. Sesqul Is a
'
ROGERS
FRANC'S
By
more or
I use the Scriptures, not as an ar- national Inventive characteristics be Latin word meaning one-ha"What beans T"
f tb Vigilant.
senal to be resorted to only- for arms borne in mind, that one of the most one and a half times as much. As cenIt was this way. The cook and
"Why,
weapons, but as a matchless tero deadly
We were talking with some of the had Just cooked a pot of beans for supmachines, which tennial means a hundred years,
means a hundred and fifty,
bora who shortly before had nerved in per and had put It on the edge of the pie, where I delight to contemplate the world owes to the genius' of one
symmetry, and the American, the late Sir Hiram Maxim, as 1926 will be, counting from 1776.
the trenches with the first detachment trench to oooL when along came a Ger, the beauty, the
of the structure, and to should have found Its antidote the The word Is an expressive coinage bnt
They toM man shell and hit It square. Gee I 1 magnificence
assigned to the firing-lin"tank" in a device directly Inspired rather hard for the American tengu
us of the fighting nnd the raids and
'
.
must
rained
have
beans
,
for
.,
a
"
by the Invention of a compatriot, Mr. to get around. It la pronounced ues j
how young Enright and' Hay had met an hour and we dldn t have any sup-kwi.
Untamls TTrtH.
j
jl
was
their death.
per. it
great

OF WHAT ARE
WE THINKING?

Lace and Satin Dinner Gown
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It always takes exceptions to prove
the rule and to keop certain nccepted
styles from becoming monotonous. The
handsome dinner gown which presents
Its brilliant accomplishment in black
nnd white with such assurance here Is
an exception to the strnlght-linsilhouette. It belongs in u small und exclusive company of exceptions to tills feature of the styles for fall, for the
strulght-linfigure grows more popular
all the time and Is destined to dominate In the styles of the coming seae

e

son.

Allover lace and black sntln Join
forces In the tunic skirt nntl bodice.
There Is nn underskirt of white sntln
bordered with hluek. The tunic is set
onto a body of bluck satin thnt forms
a short yoke extending a few Indies
below the waistline, nnd has a border
of biuck sntln about its lower edge.
The luce bodice is very simply draped
over its sntin foundation nnd the
sleeves are of lace rather full above
the elbow nnd shaped to the arm lie- -

-

They extend a little way over
the hand und are finished with a nur-robinding of sntln. A bit of white
georgette suggests un undcrbndice of
tills lovely fabric where It shows
through the luce nt the shoulders and
above the sntln nt the square neck.
If this gown started out with a declaration of Independence us to Its outlines, it makes amends by making the
most of the vogue for long silk tassels.
There Is u very long girdle of the satin
that is wrapped nbout the waist,
crossed at the buck and looped over
nt the left side. The ends, finished
with long, handsome silk tassels, fall
to the bottom of the tunic and a little
below the bottom of the skirt.
Tills gown is becoming to almost any
It in dignified and
type of figure.
quiet, but it Is also brilliant. In the
picture n big black sntin poppy adds
its fine silken sheen to the finish of
nn exquisite frock. It Is In black also,
hut might be In some brilliant color If
occasion seemed to demand it.
low.

w
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Simple. Elegant Afternoon Gown
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Magnificence is not a characteristic
of any of the dressier gowns for afternoon and evening these days, hut they
rejoice in simplicity nnd elegance.
1 "
" me imiispensiioie tilings in
in nu y
niu hum; uuu iiiv
In any time. Ingenuity In the nninnge-men- t
of simple trimming takes the
plnce of lnvlsh work In elaborate embroideries. About (11 the chance loft
for milndy to be splendid In sumptuous clothes lies In the direction of
furs. Among these there'nre some superb pieces, but they nre bought for
a lifetime and so their case nnd that
of gowns are not parallel. They are
allowable even when good tuste forbids other extravagance.
An afternoon frock as presented in
the picture seems almost too simple
to need a description.
It Is of blue
georgette over an undersllji of satin
and Is made with a bodice and tunic
skirt. The tunic Is plaited onto the
plain crepe bodice at the waistline,
which is a little higher thnn the normal waistline of the
underslip.
Straight bands of satin are applied to
the bodice. One of them at each side
extends over the shoulder and down
the back.
The three bands on the

front nnd back of the bodice between
those nt the sides, ure pointed nt the
top. They nil hang severnl inches below the waist nnd the end of each band
Is tlirendel through a bend. Two of
those narrow silk bunds nre lacked
about the .vnlst nnd the bands thut nre
applied to the bodice nre threaded over
and under them and then lacked to
them. Tile ends hang free.
The same bunds In five overlapping
rows nre stitched nbout the tunic Just
above Its him. This is all there is to
tell of a pretty afternoon gown which
on" iiiiim iickiiou lodge nchieves distinction by the simplest means. The
round neck has a picot edge and so
hnve the sleeves at the wrist. They
could not be plainer and they fit the
arm from shoulder to hnnd.

Camouflaging Moth Holes.
Moth holes In garments can be dis-

guised by scraping the fuza or lint
from the material, filling the hole with
this and backing It with a piece of
rubber cement

y

lf
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.

sesqul-centenni- al

Rubberized Silk Bags.
Among the modish bathing accessions are bags of thin rubberized silk.
A
Sometimes these are
lovely model In green was beautifully
ornamented In a goldfish design. There
was. a cap to match.
hand-painte-

daytime wear there are those of parties and weddings models with diaphanous, transparent brims of maline,
sometimes draped, sometimes deftly
plaited, sometimes effectively combined with white satin. Georgette la
proving popular In white, shell rank,
sand and navy bine. Surely nothing
dandier or prettier was ever designed
to wear with summer dress.

Airy, Fairy Hats for Sammer.
The light airiness of the summer
hats Is one of the most charming features of the summer. For all occa- Neck Styles.
Kecks round, low and selfTanlshd
skins that summertipM brings In town
a at the resort, there Is a hat For are very frequent.

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL CITY NEWS Ifl BRIEF

NEWS REVIEW

t
J. A Whitaker, district engineer for
A. B. McGaffcy, extensive tie and
the government was in conference
lumber operator is in the city.
with the state engineer in Santa Fe
Wm. R. Morley, stockman of Patil, Wednesday and left for Albnqiier
vas in tin- city this week
que to look over the Tijera ; Canon
route.
J. P. McN'ulty. of Ccrrillos, was a
P. M. A. I.itp'sij has established
isitor in the city this week.
in the I'i'ris Theatre
headquarters
for the
,
Republican state building for recruiting laborlie wants
George R.
chairman, was a visitor in the city federal inworkers' reserve,
touch with everybody that
to get
this week
j

Cr.-iig-

tie' ils a job.

Governor I.indsev was the prin- Arthur Senecal has resigned his
ieik-- r at a bill labor day rally
i ipal
position with the department ' of jus',n M!uuiM'rq':e.
tice in Washington and arrived Mon
to register in the new draft on
J. J
'ii;il, former postmaster at day
He has been very
September 12
Taos, was :i visitol in the capital city anxious
in the war
to participate
during the week.
overseas.
Miss T'r:incc! Anaya
Tucwliy
Dr. J. W. Flder. me lira! advisoi
10 issiirni- he'' duties a;
iticipal in to the governor and agisting at'live-- I
'1
school.
the S 11!
1y in the work of
nuui'iig boards
iii (he draft will mike his headquart
".
' less
rtn- commit frs in Santa. I"c bcnee forth. Mr;
rati.
'
' em in
y for New Flder and daughter
irltl'c;. t'
have remove.!
at b
?ft
In this eily from Al'riqurt qui
the 01
if AllilKlterq"e,
II. II. Dorm in who o
T !r
.i s!. .:
en in the city ition service at KV!K
husinc-.several weeks .vo In l,e..i nuttier. '
.ti
out of the I' "s lrmv owin ' in i'l
a
ev
administrator 'It.-:- , lib. ha .!! '
!.,.'. im
i) v.il! r"t''l'l
f:
lease r,f I'll r
tit t I"..'is in tol.
I'.V t., Santa Fe.
;i with hU
:l r
fe
Ira I. (irimsh.tw, reporter for
it.it siiprrnie ourt left W, dncsdav
A
of
formerly principal
to appear a a
for I'.oise, M il
he l.i.'l
" ' it lisp iiiol i will open
ronrt Mr
before the frdt-rar llie practice ot law in twiiiie,,
off"
iron li w is being rroViinentlv
!'. c!tv
as a e.u did te for
lr iri'here
Cr,.,.'- - I ii" has returned, fio'ii iudge
on
vt if to Allvitiurn'H"
A. It Anderson
f.'n.irrlv with
or (!
with 'he state drpartmcrj
schools of Albuquerque and a
f eiincition
resident of Washington, D C, has
iioined the force of the state depart-Mim F.. V.
of
as snp-principal
metit of iiublic instruction
M'l'Ool of this c't-Thr Ailisnn-.l.imrervisor of industrial education under
turner! frnri Morristnwn, New the Sniith-- I lughes act.
has
Tersey where she spent her vacation
counMrs. Adelina
H If Winson, member of the state ty school superintendent, left Tues-ilato visit all the school districts
av commission, arrived from Magrr-niathis week to take pnrt in the in the county. I V. Conway, assist
ant state school superintendent is out
session of the commission.
on a similiar mission in the southIV Davis. Jr.. C. W. G.
S
Ward ern part of the state.
ami A. T. Rogers, I.as Vegas atRoy H. Flamm, of Santa
torneys, are here on business con- FeLieutenant
who has been with the Kxpedi-tionar- y
nected with the federal conr..
Forces in France is back in
New Mexico on sick leave. He was
Mrs J A. I.owe. wife of Lieutenant in the
city this week greeting old
T.nwe who is in France, arrived from
friends enrotite to Fort Bayard,
San Diego, California, Sunday to visit where he will
spend a few weeks
her parents Prof, and Mr.. J. A.
recuperating. Lieutenant Flamn is the
Wood.
proud possessor of the French "Croix
rle Guerre" and the "Fouragirre", preIf has been reported that one of sented to him by a French General
e
the Kaiser's
Runs explodlor distinguished service on th bated and killed five of its crew. I'ts tle front.
the first German gun with a con
science.
K. of C. WAR FUND
BALL GAME SUNDAY
Maior W. II H. Llewellyn was in
the city from T.as Cruces and reports
A select team of professional
the export of many cars of cantalupes
ball twirlers selected from
and cabbages and other produce from
among the K. of C. War workers
the valley this year.
will combat a similar team of B. P.
O. E.'s on the College Diamond SunV. S District Judge Colin Neblett
day afternoon.
and U, S. District clerk Wyly
Tickets are now on saleany K. of
and Mrs. Parsons spent the C. or Elk
obligated to furnish them
in
makof
Taos
week
the
early part
on demand. 25 cents apiece being
the
motor.
ing
trip by
forked up by the fan.
Zooks Pharmacy Willi furnish the
of
Hon. Anastacio
Santistevan,
salve at regular price plus one cent
Taos who was 1 snembcr of the last for two shakes for either wounded
legislature, was in town during the fans or rooters.
week having stopped over on his reAny doctor in the city will saw off
turn from a visit to his brother in or cut out any wounded appendage
Colorado.
for the regular price plus the war
tax profits to go to the fund
State engineer James A. French
Standing room only, gurantecd:
delivered an address before the
price of admission 2.1 cts: loitering
Chamber of Commerce in the Plaza during the game 50 cts:
Tuesday night urging that they or- joy riding anywhere within five milganize at once to push the matter of es of the Capital while the game is on
a complete system of drainage for 75 cts.
the Rio Grande and seeki a federal
Only patriotic thing to do is to be
there.
appropriation.
:
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CAPITAL COAL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds

Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

I

NEAR A. T.

4

S. F. DEPOT

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
RED CROSS

NEW MEXICO

UNION

General and Personal

.

being made ready. Each wil accommodate twenty two passengers.
'
Herald.

PHONE

CS

UAIN

Change at Mill
M. Foster formerly of Des Moines
known to most of our citizens as an
old timer but lately of Atnarillo.Tex-a- s
(Continued from page four.)
d
interest
He will also harvest a very large
has bought a
crop in both his orchard and garden in the Des Moines Milling Comp.i- Mis field of spqan grass is one oflnv The romnnnv is now. T. F. Bran
the finest in that vicinity
son, F. F. Thee and M. Foster. Thee
and Foster will have
charge
What One Woman Done
of the mill and Branson will probably
Mrs. C. L. Justice, wife of the cash- buy wheat and look after his other
ier of the Roy Bank is leading what interests altho it is planned for the
to some ladies would be called a mill to buv all the good militig wheat
strenuous life this week, hi adtit:oti 'hat is offeretl at this point Des
to h'r regular advocation as house- Moines Swastika.
keeper she took the place of the day
shift driver, who was sick, and drove
the tractor pr. paring the wh-THEREFORE, WE DEEM IT
field for planting during banking
hours while Mr. j couldn't be there, PROPER TO SAY FOR THE
made two trips a day out to her father's farm 14 miles anil back, in the FIRST TIME THAT THE TRI
Ford, and rooked three meals a rlay BUNE'S CAMPAIGN AGAINST
for seven men - Roy
nu
IN 111
DISLOYALTY
W II I O n

...,t4.t

one-thir-

RED CROSS ROOMS
New Museum Building
Sewing room open every after- noon, 2 to 5.
Gauze room open every morn- in 1? (except Saturday), 10 to

' 12.

Every afternoon (except
day), 2 to S; Thursday
ings, 7:30 to 9.30.

More

POTATOES
In this way you will greatly assist in the
great wsr tasks of the United States Food Administration.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

POWER RATE

200 K. W. 7c per K.
300 K. W. 6c per K.
400 K. W. 5c per K.
All in excess of the above 4c per

W.
W.
W.

K. W.

Spanish-America-

In The Recent Fighting
During the six days and six nights
of continous bombardment the women canteen workers stationed at
south nf Rheims. stayed at
their posts feeding and caring for
Red Cross
flie wounded soldiers

n

n

1

InietJn

HEARST FINDS HIMSELF
OTERO
showing
Since the first of the vear the Red
VOLVED WAS UNDERTAKEN
ZHU'L
The Fruit Growers' Association a' 3Y US AT THE SPECIFIC
Mountain Park have asked the WoTHAT
OF
Mexico
New
URGENT
of
REQUEST
man's Land Army
,RoAft
3
for J'O women for tin- month of Oc DEPARTMENT OF THE FED-!'1- ? ,,oz,'n wash r,nt,,s'
iT3y,
the
and
to
apph
14
tober
pack
(tick
sweaters and
nankin.
Hoths and
load
ar
e
at
5)
tim.tled
.
crop,
ERAL GOVERNMENT WHICH
pairs of socks.
CloudiTofter.
IS CHARGED WITH THE TASK 'Stnte Record Bringa $6.20
A vt
successful an! largelv
iOF SUPPRESSING SEDITION
tended
earners inst:tnt
wis
at
loiiderott last wect
NEW YORK TRI3UNE OFrecentlv raffled for $rt.20. Mr. Jerry
irurre,,, of Ancho was the winner.
1. W
licks, of Soper Okh lias 'AUGUST 17. 1918.
, d Clarence M
C
iiii
.is in.
Handsome Sum For War Work
--.
'cashier of the Peoples Slate Bank at
c,,.,, larlies of Tucumcari
Hunter having
AlamoL'ordo. M
'cleared more than SSOO.00 during the
FOURTH LIBERTY LOAN
ioined the tank corps of the !.' S.
T.'r.iin,1-nin their dining- room and
Army.
Qf articles donated by
The campaign for the Fourth Lib - wjti, th,.
citizens. This sum will al
erty Loan will begin September 28 ,atri-ti-

AND!r

1

Jt"

'1--

I

11

.

I

'
i,

&

n

c

ruii

oi jow tliem to equip a rest room anu
and cloe uctoDer is. ine
the loan will be watched with keen establish an army canteen for the
in Eurone. not only by our cnmnioHation of the soldiers who
D. F. Warren, one of our most suc- associates in the war against the ichnnce to pass through
ucumcari
cessful farmers, will have an abun- Teutonic powers but by our enemie. on their way from one place to andance of maize, kaffir, corn and sor- It will be regarded by them as a other.
ghum to harvest this fall in spite of measure of the American people s
one of the worst drouths ever ex- support of the war.
Torrance County R. C. Notes
in
this section House
u
perienced
The Germans know full well the
pi,,. Moriarty branch have
News.
weight and significance crf
20 refugee garments,
,andages,
of popular support of th war, of the o nan
4 Sweaters and
f wrjst!cts,
Quay County' Pioneer Dead
people at home backing up the Army 37 pairs of socks.
evendied
F.
J.
Saturday
Hopkins
in the field. A the Loan auceed
Pleasantvicw branch, 4 sweaters and
ing at his home near San Jon aftet; a our enemie will sorrow; a it falls 4
for more
pairs of socks. Yarn
serious illness of only a few days
rjr
dollar
short they will rejoice.
and socks was received at
beleived
in Quay subscribed will help and encourage sweaters
Mr. Hopkins
the local chapter at Estancia.
county as a mining center and for- the American soldier and hurt and
..
years' he has prospected for minerf America.
,:.,
Grenville Branch
als and the past few years he has
wil b. te,, of
Jka
oy.. In Union county received into the
been rewarded for his efforts He,, aml wiinflrnemst of the people of
month, $20 membership
has been offered many thousands of the United State to make sacrifi treasury this
on ice cream sold Satdollars for his properties, but he ce compared with the willingness fees, $25.50m.neteach week for 3 weeks,
p.
urday
not
was
time
the
yet
right
of our. soldiers to do. their, part. $2.U5 from dances and ice cream
thought
to sell.
There must be and will be no fail$2.75 for need
Mr. Hopkins was one of the men ure by the people to measure up $52.05 fromfordonations.
mdse, and ?iu trom tne
who located the Red Peaks proper- to the courage and devotion of our les. $1.40Red Cross.
ty. He owned a number of shares men in Europe. Many of them have Junior
in this company but his main holdgiven up their lives; shall we at At Carlsbad
ings were in the Milwaukee Mining. home withhold our money? Shall
T bandages were finishForty-fiv- e
and Milling Co.. of which he was we. spare our. dollar, while, they
ed last week. The members are busy
the president.
pare not their very lives?
working on the allotments.
Funeral services were conducted at
San Jon Wednesday after which the
remains were laid to rest in the cem- SHALL THEY PAY THIS PRICE? Oversea than 250 tuberculosis hospitals
More
etery Tucumcari News.
assisted by
Paris have been
:
A strike in tne smpyaras ai vray outside
in tne way
Red Cross
American
'the
been
ha
;
..
settled
Harbor
by compro-;11- of
ROOSEVELT
hospital
supplies, clotning ,A
to
men
have
"V
returned
and
the
mise,
shoes for the patients, spceiai tooa,
their work. Difficulties are smooth- - etc.
Red Cross Bulletin.
o
d
But
twenty-twof
meantime,
the
away.
F.
Williams and wife,
J.
Porta-le- s men were idle.
in
were
Floyd neighborhood,
When one man lays off one day The Cuervo Red a Cross
successful cash raiMonday of this week and visited
Recently held
the News office. These people are in the shipyards it means that for sing meeting at which much inerest
hour and seventeen minute an was shown.
doing their bit to help clean up the an
Among the things raffled
Kaiser. They have two hoys who, ar- American soldier will have to face was a subscription to the State Remachine
Huns
of
the
the
fire
gun
rived safely in France some two
cord given that branch which was
weeks ago, ann nesiaes, tney own without ammunition to defend him- won by Mr. Lee Anderson.
off
man
And
self.
when
one
lays
and
Bonds
$500 worth
of Liberty
the shipyards one day it means
$.TO0 in War Saving Stamps
Portales
Branch
that three American soldiers will be The Cimarronshipped
News.
to Denver the
Recently
injured in r ranee and one will give following
knit articles from these
H. A. Mirabal. Pinos Wells P. M.
.
.,
towns. Paldv, 13 pairs
The soldiers who pay that tearful Colfax county
and merchant, was in town yester-- i
of socks: F.iizabethtown. 5 pairs of
and
worker
are
American,
dav. He said his twenty acres plant price
socks: Cimarron, 11 pairs of socks
They have left job In and
ed to beans the 10th of June will themselves.
Ute Park. 1 pair of ocks. Socks
I
where
a
labor
better
paid
Willard
country
1195 have been
produce him 3,500 pounds.
than it ha ever been paid, where to the number toofmeet Colfax counRecord.
the right of labor are recognized shipped to date of 1680.
at never before in the history of the ty's allotment
FE
SANTA
world, to fight that soch a land may
Three Patriotic Little Chaps
exist in Freedom.
Three boys at Yeso have contributI I right that they must pay this
Red Cross knitting secDr. John W. Elder, medical aid to price? I it just that thejr must ed toof the
Fort Sumner, six pairs of
Governor W. E. Lindsey and surgeon be sacrificed for something that can tion
Their names
socks.
for the Santa Fe railroad here, has be. and has been, settled by cam. perfectly knit
Llovd and Paul Lcdbet-te- r,
been raUed by the war department promise? "Over The Top", Stand-ife- r are Elden, 10 and 12. These hoys
age 9,
for full time duty. Dr. Elder received
Shipyard.
claim and with
No it is not right and when OJr live on a dryandland
his commision several months ago
make up a
niather
their
father
his
besides
will
but' heretofore,
regular soldiers begin coming homo they
family. In the
duties as railway surgeon, has spent make short work of strikes, as re- splendid
fall they all go south and earn
only a part of his time in military turned Canadians did recently with
money by picking cotton. And even
work. Dr. Elder accompanied by his striking Vancouver, B. C. carmen.
labors these paA man who risks his life at the with all their otherfound
family left for Santa Fe last night
time to knit
where he will make his headquarters. front has littlo sympathy for the triotic little chaps
who are fighting
well paid workman in any line of in- for the bigger lads and the fact
Albuquerque Journal.
that
for them over seas,
dustry who escapes military duty and
in the inthey each knit two ofpairs
stays at homo and strikes.
SOCORRO
week
one
puts
credible short time
them in the front rank of sock knit
back
Allied
armies
continue
to,
press
ot
inc
humner
ters.
Fort
cnaptcr
The new modern hotel at Spring-ervillc- tha Hun toward the gate of Berlin.
is proud to have these
i
nearing completion and will However, with the final objective Red Cross
list and
contributors. , on her
i;..e
be one of the best on the Ocean to till so far distant it is not
. .
i
i j.
:,
n
wuu
feels sure tnai ine soiuicr
Ocean Highway, and will help make able to
end
think
of
an
to
these
of
one
begin
early
to
in
enough
get
the
lucky
most
the
that rorte
popular
Amerof
war.
the
The
for
the
on
the
thing
slip
c
section. It will he re- ican
pairs of socks and read
people to do is to reject all inside that they were the work of
membered that this new hotel was
indo
which
of
not
he
Mexico
New
in
peace
thought
out
just ready to open to the public when clude victory. What is more to bo a little boy
will feel proud, too.
destroyed by fire some several mon- dreaded than the
present desperaths ago. Magdalena News.
te fighting of the Gorman armies i The Junior Red Cross
offensive flow in prepara
the
Is one of the strong factors of the
Tuesday the citizens of Magdalena tion peace
tha Imperial German Govern' Las Cruces chapter. The members
issue of $44,000 to meat.by Here
voted
for a bond
Ger
America
. , .
in
t
,
i
of this organization have met every
. .
. .
, every
ninin a new scnuui inuusc.
nMU day during the hot summer, sewing
"
7m.iiBwr
weak-knee- d
i
pac-o- f
The last
from 2:30 to 5 o'clock.
O. W. Smith of Mogollon. accused P'opatandUl. every
S"'?1"
shipment of refugee garments conkilling Fred Richards, a former fM
sisted of 25 dresses, 45 under garSocorro man. three week, ago near
- -for children and 6 mens
l?fh- - ments
the former's ranch in the Mogollon
shirts. Last month they shipped 200
listrict, was placed in the jail here any ."j:VJ'.V ".
individu
of
or group
dresses, for four year old childMonday after having been refused als to think and any that th war serge200
chemise for 16 year old girls,
ren.
bond. Socorro Chieftain.
will end in six months or twelve 30 sweaters and 50 pairs of socks.
The Red River Cattle Co.. Cole months.
An Auction Sale
Railston, manager, shipped out 400
The IM L w. w.'s convicted in the. And social evening at Cloudcroft
steers and 100 head of cows and cal- federal
court at Chicago will have a last week netted that chapter over
ves last Sunday. The stock goes to morn wholsomo
respect for the
Arizona points for feeding for marMany out of town people
$150.00.
Government
by the time attended to swell the crowd and reket. The top price in fact a record
sevfinished
their
have
serving
ceipts.
price was paid for the cows and cal- they
earnestly hope 'that
ves averaging a flat $100. We were eral terms. Wo
them
will
one
of
the
each
long
get
unable to learn what price was paid
Wins $S.M Prise..
ii
for the steers hut understand it was est sentenea that may bo
The Mogollon Branch of the Grant
a
stiff figure Magdalena If America doc not suit
good
County Red Cross was winner of the
H.
News.
prize offered by ManagerforL. the
particular guy, let's not remake $50
Union
Bank,
of
the
Ellis,
Extensive improvements have been America, but send him an his way. greatest amount of Red Cross work
made in both the grammar school Where ho is sent does not matter
during the months of April, May
the important thing is to fat him done
buildings in Socorro. The grounds ont of
and June of this year. The mite-watkin.
offends
the
that
country
have also been put into first class
Branch was well on the heels
condition.
of the winners and Tyrone got third
The
Science
Christian
'Monitor,"
was fourth and
The board has expended altogethall place. Lordsburg
er about $7000 in needed improve- pnblishod in Boston and regarded
Silver City fifth.
medel
as
States
a
ever
United
tha
summer
vacation.
ments during the
newspaper of a vary high typo, is
ansong those carrying stories if the
TORRANCE
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Special

Rates for Cooking.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY

Sun- even- -

at

..

Save Wheat and Meat by Eating

FIGHTING FATE
Ah Fate, you throw across ray path
Full many a barrier bold,
With many a chain of circumstance
You would my progress hold,
With all the mountains you can raise
.You strive my steps to stay ;
And yet I have it in my heart
To bravely say you nay.

The Lucy school district authorities have placed an order with the
Valley Auto Co. for two auto hack
for use in transporting children to
and from school The hacks are now

rising tide
Hears tism.

against

Hearst

and

Bay Bonds of the Foswtfc Liberty
The money will bo ass-- st to
minions o the
into

TrUt LOOICAI.

DIRECT

QUICK

TMATatTJfT

EFTECtTVE

HK MOSTT OBSTDIATK

Ma

By Aa BraggisM

C&ffal

Delightful Surprise Party
A very gay and delightful evening
was spent by several boys and girls
of the younger social set, who were
royally entertained at the attractive

home of Mrs. G. B. Pop, Don Gasper
ave., last Saturday. The surprise party
was given in honor of her two sons
Gabriel and Charles who will leave
next week to reenter the Sacred
Heart College in Denver, Dancing
Sometimes I think I see you smile, and other
amusements were provided
When you have been outdone.
for the entertainment of the guests:
in
all
of
your strength, Delicious refreshments were served.
And, I,
spite
Some trifling goal have won ;
And this it is that gives tne heart Santa Fo Woman's Club
To fight you to the end;
The members of the Santa Fe
For you at last, for aught I know,
Woman's Club had the pleasure of
May prove to be my friend.
attending the first meeting of the
Selected.
year at the lovely home of Mrs. N.
B. Laughlin, president of the Woman's club. Mrs. Laughlin is not only
Another Delightful Dance
gracious hostess, but a very ef
llanlon Davies entertained several aficient
presiding officer as well. A
of the younger social set at a delightinteresting session was held
ful little dance at his home on Palace very
musical
a
propleasing
Delicious re- and
avenue last evening.
gram rendered- - After the meetfreshments were served.
refreshments
ing adjourned dainty
were served by a group of club memJust Couldn't Help It
bers.
Mrs. J. L. Nicholas was hostess
to the Monday bridge club this week. Acasia
Lodge At Roy
And of course the guests present
Acacia Lodge. A. F. and A. M. has
feel assured she didn't mean to do
its stride and is going to it
it, but it just seemed to fall to the caught
now in a way that means business.
lot of the blithesome Mrs. N, who The
first degree conferred by the
one oi socorro s
is acknowledged
was,
'most gracious hostesses, to make high lodge, still under Dispensation,
Saturday night in a manner
score, and right in her own house, given
and
the
to
a
creditable
veteran
lodge
over all the guests who were doing
was
present
their viry best, but such is life, es-- I charter membership
pleased with their chosen ofpecially in a game of cards. Socorro highly
ficers and in general with the things
( hicftain.
they have accomplished in the short
time since they decided to create
Sweetheart Indignant
When one of Jack Hull's girls saw ths lodge.have
candidates
already
They
the notice in last week's paper that elected
to keep them working at
Jack had been made to "peal taters"
for the rest of
for not getting up early enough to every opportunity
year and the membership will
suit the commanding officer at Camp the
than doubled from among
Travis a certain popular addition to be more
men
in the community aa
best
the
was
of
the
limits
the corporate
city
It has
as they can be admitted.
fast
her
hold
to
indighardly big enough
rule not, under any
nation. She would just like to know been made a to
slight the work or
wants to print circumstances
what a nuse-papoverlook any details which will tend
such fibs as that for anyhow! Clovis to carelessness
or levity. It is a
Journal.
serious and important business and
all the members are united in keepIn Honor of Delegates
ing the standard of the work as
One of the most charming events welt
as the membership to a high
Friof the summer was that of last
level. Roy
A.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
day evening when
P.. McMillen
entertained nearly
ANIMALS
hundred guests at their home, in TRAINS STRIKE
DESTROY MUCH MEAT
honor of delegates to the State Bar
association meeting. In the dining
The reduction in the meat supply
room there was a .center piece of
to meat animals being struck and
orange dahlias, the basket tied with due
killed by railroad trains has been
orange tull, and orange colored can- made
the subject of a thorough indles in silver candle sticks. There
were ophelia roses at the plates and vestigation by the Claims Departof the Missouri Pacific Rail- the refreshments carried out the color ment
A Th
introatirrafrinn Hisrlnses that
scheme. Punch was served in the lififteen railroads operating in three
on
besides
line
In
the
receiving
brary.
Mr. and Mrs. McMillen were Mr. and states during tne tive years mere was
Mrs. Dow of Roswell. Mr. Dow is struck and killed a total of 121,596
of live stock a meat ration for
president of the State Bar associa- head
tion ; Mr. and Mrs. John Venable, an army of a million and a half for
and Mrs. Roots, Mr. and Mrs. Laur- one month. It is the judgment of
ence Lee, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stronp, those who made the investigation
stock law is absoMr. and Mrs. Hickey and Captain that a state-wid- e
this
and Mrs Reid. Albuquerque Journal. lutely essential to eliminate
Guard.
On
Missouri
waste.
El Paso Young
Twenty-Nin- e
Ladies attended the post hop last QUICK THINKING SOLDIER
SAVES COMRADE'S LIFE
Saturday night at Columbus. a They
invitations were in form of
Demtng, N. M., August. Corporal
order, and the military idea
was carried out for the whole party. Vayne, a member of one of the units
in training at Camp Cody, yesterday
The event was an enjoyable one.
saved the life of a comrade during
hand grenade practice in the trenches
How a Hero Died in France
He was smiling, but pale, when at the divisional camp. A Spanish-Americrecruit pulled the pin from
thev wheeled him in a black haired
vouth of 20 and he was still smiling his bomb and dropped in in a trahim
transferred
verse
when they tenderly
Corporal Vayne, seeing the act,
to a cot after the doctor had count- rushed to the grenade, threw it out
ed seven machine gun bullet wounds, of the trench saved the recruit's life.
Two holes were made in his camone in his ankle, three in his side and
three in his chest. When a Y. M. paign hat by pellets from the grenade
C. A. man brought
writing paper when it exploded a few seconds after
through the ward he took a piece it was thrown from the trench. The
a
and asked for
pencil. An attend- act was called to the attention of
ant found him dead half an hour Brigadier General John A. Johnson.
later with this beginning of a letter in his hand:
War may be all that General Sher"Dear Mother: We made an at- man said it was, but a German peace
tack on the Germans today and drove would be worse than that. Albutfiem five miles. I am in a hospital querque Journal.
tonight. I was slightly wounded in
the leg."
YOU
WE
'

er
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PULL FOR

Luncheon Successful
(Chicago Tribnato)
The luncheon given recently by the Ye soldiers in the trenches lined
Missionary Society of the Methodist
And sailors on the
tea,
church at Carrizoro was well patron- A hail from us who parlous
stay behind I
ized and a decided success. A pleasIn shop and forge reluctantly
ing musical program was rendered. We pound the iron hot and red.
The proceeds amounted to $25.00.
Longing to pound a Boche's heal.

Beat It If Yon Can
A young lady of Lakewood

is O sentry at the listening post,
with a venoreance! she The night it dark, the night is drear.
heart; at home a shining host
eats cantaloupe for breakfast, and Take
Of
lights are winking clear.
watermelon for dinner, ana supper, The factoryshift'
on,
willing crews
night
and says that's all she wants. Beat
We work for you, we pull for yotL
it if you can.
V
In those, who only fight to live,
Tha Delphine Dancing Club
Who Jielpless lie on bed of pain.
of
prominent
Composed
the wish that they might
of Santa Fe gave a dance Burn deep
five
-- t
h r ikrsrv hall Wrdnesdsv nifirht.
Some aid
not in vain.
The event was a pleasant affair and Good luck toand comfort
you, the tried and true.
largely attended.
We pull for you we pray for you.
Tha Elks Monday Night
Long i the way and hard the fight,
Gave one of their usual jolly dances
But who shall stay our gallant meal
avenue.
Lincoln
on
at their home
We
with main aad
Everybody present had a grand old
might.
time. AI. Morrison's orchestra was O lads in khaki, lads in bine,
on the job.
Well pull for you, well work for
you.
The Suspense Was Terrible
Will see you through and home '
T7r- t7
(a in minnt.i in a n.wi.mnr
again.
office located in a hustling little city
out west when a supposed to be
customer entered, looked around, MRS. K0RA E.
took a long breath, and said "I've
NOTARY PUBLIC
come to kill a printer .
A
nrliil.r in nartirntar asked Offieo Caahal City Bank BM
the foreman". "Oh, any one will do,
1 would pretcr a small one, our ive
got to make some kind of a show at
r:rlif nr l.sv. hmn. sine the
paper called my wife's teaparty a
Wsmxrari-rtn-
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Attractive Birthday Party
Alice Noreen Carter was six years
old. last Saturday and her doting
grandmother. Mrs. E. T. Carter, gave
her a birthday party at her home.
Around the table were six little tots,
one for each year of the honoree's
life, who were all in gala dress for the
the occasion and were delighted with
their favors, said favors being military caps. The white birthday cake EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
was the
with its six tiny candle
LONC EXPERINCE
cynosure of all eyes. At each plate
were tiny little flower pots covered
IN THE OLD COUNTRY
EVEN
'with red. white and bine ribbon and
holding a small American flag. Af- CORRECT FITTING OF
ter games of many kinds, the litEYE CLASSES
tle ones repaired to their homes with
wishes for many more pleasant
BUILDING
birthday for little Alice. Carlsbad LAUGHLIN
SANTA FB, IHW
Current

